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ONLINE RESOURCES FOR THE SEED INDUSTRY

Hear from some of the bright lights in the seed 
industry. New Giant Views of the Industry audio 
clips are available online.

“As a breeder, you can have all the technology in 
the world, but if you don’t have the experience 
and the knowledge of the germplasm and how it 
works in the field, the needs of the marketplace, 
and the weaknesses and strengths of the 
germplasm, you probably won’t do a good job 
of utilizing the technology.” —Marv Boerboom 
of Monsanto

Find the Giant Views of the Industry audio series 
at SEEDWORLD.COM

New online learning module
Bayer CropScience recently launched a new 
online learning module for its Poncho/VOTiVO 
seed treatment. The learning module is for 
growers, agronomists and seed retailers, 
and focuses on the advantages and product 
stewardship of the seed treatment. The module 
covers four key areas including product 
information, performance advantages, On 
Demand seed treatment system information and 
stewardship.
B AY E R C R O P S C I E N C E . U S / L E A R N I N G -
CENTER/LEARNING-MODULES

Bringing You the Global Seed Industry
The new and improved SeedConnect web portal 
is a one-stop-shop for critical seed information. 
Recently revamped and improved to better 
serve readers’ needs, SeedConnect offers 
global seed news and information that can be 
viewed via laptop, iPad or smartphone from the 
office, car, airport or airplane.
SEEDCONNECTONLINE.COM

Keep up with all the seed industry events. Visit 
SeedQuest.com for a calendar of events.



Monsanto Company is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship® (ETS). Monsanto products are commercialized in accordance with ETS Product Launch Stewardship Guidance, and in compliance with Monsanto’s Policy for 
Commercialization of Biotechnology-Derived Plant Products in Commodity Crops. This product has been approved for import into key export markets with functioning regulatory systems. Any crop or material produced from this 
product can only be exported to, or used, processed or sold in countries where all necessary regulatory approvals have been granted. It is a violation of national and international law to move material containing biotech traits 
across boundaries into nations where import is not permitted. Growers should talk to their grain handler or product purchaser to confi rm their buying position for this product. Excellence Through Stewardship® is a registered 
trademark of Biotechnology Industry Organization. 

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. Roundup Ready® crops contain genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate, the active ingredient in Roundup® brand agricultural herbicides. Roundup® brand agricultural herbicides 
will kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate. Acceleron and Design®, Acceleron®, Genuity and Design®, Genuity Icons, Genuity®, Roundup Ready 2 Yield®, Roundup Ready®, and Roundup® are trademarks of Monsanto 
Technology LLC. ©2012 Monsanto Company.
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AcceleronSTS.com TALK TO YOUR LOCAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE ABOUT ACCELERON SEED TREATMENT PRODUCTS.

Emerge strong with Acceleron Seed Treatment Products with new 
generation fungicide. The only seed treatments selected to help maximize 
the performance potential of Genuity® Roundup Ready 2 Yield® Soybeans.

Unprecedented defense against Rhizoctonia and Fusarium, with new active ingredient
Continuous protection from seed and seedling diseases
Broad-spectrum insect protection

Acceleron Seed Treatment Products with new generation fungicide offers:

GIVE YOUR SOYBEANS MORE COMPLETE AND CONSISTENT DISEASE PROTECTION 
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AG JOURNALISTS sta r ted  w r it ing  about 
consolidations in the seed industry 30 years ago, 
or so it seems. But the beat goes on. With special 

licensing agreements on specific traits, partnerships on 
unique genetics and ‘working agreements’ on biological 
genetic improvements for a variety of crops, will there be 
even more consolidations?

Thomas F. (Bud) Hughes, a partner in Verdant Partners, 
keeps his focus on the seed and crop genetics industry 
worldwide. His read is that the consolidation process is not 
slowing down; in fact, with certain crops in some parts of 
the world, business mergers and strategic alliances are likely 
accelerating—or just shifting gears.

“Consolidations move at different speeds across different 
industries, including agriculture,” notes Hughes “… but it 
also varies amongst crops. In that regard, major consolidation 
efforts within the U.S. corn industry have definitely slowed. 
A few corn deals are still happening in the United States 
while others may involve companies outside the U.S., 
especially in Europe, Latin America and parts of Asia.

“Moreover, seed consolidation and collaborative efforts 
have now moved into other crops such as sorghum, soybeans, 
wheat, turf grass, canola and more. Look at the headlines 

Tray Thomas,
The Context Network

Andy LaVigne,
ASTA

Bud Hughes,  
Verdant Partners

Greg Ruehle,
IPSA

CONSOLIDATION 

Expanding business alliances 
around the globe are accelerating 
certain consolidation efforts in 
the seed industry.
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month after month—the bottom line is that the need for 
consolidation and strategic positioning never really ends,” 
says Hughes. 

Greg Ruehle, chief executive officer of the Independent 
Professional Seed Association, thinks the outright acquisition 
phase of consolidations in the seed industry has slowed 
considerably. “What I think has not slowed is vertical 
integrations. These can be much less formal, but I see this 
trend continuing to impact the industry.”

He cites two reasons for these types of business 
agreements. “It’s expensive to take a new trait to the 
marketplace. It’s expensive to buy germplasm, as seed is the 
delivery mechanism for traits. It’s much easier to go to a major 
player who has germplasm in place and familiarity with cross-
licensing agreements. These agreements can help provide 
access to a larger part of the marketplace.”

He credits the U.S. seed industry as being the global 
leader in genetic advancement, the successful integration 
of biotech traits into that germplasm, and the adoption of 
biotech products into the marketplace.

“But we’re not the only ones,” cautions Ruehle, 
mentioning some great R&D work in Southeast Asia 
and Europe. “What I see is the newer phenomenon of 
an increasing number of agreements between U.S. and 
international companies. This allows a trait developed 
elsewhere to be integrated into the pipeline of the U.S. seed 
industry. This is the best way of marrying together the two 
pieces needed to successfully launch that new product into 
international markets,” he says.

He suggests these agreements are the logical route for 
the introduction of new biotech traits into certain markets, 
providing the country is accepting of genetically engineered 
products. Ruehle says this could also be the door opener into 
the U.S. seed industry for traits developed in other countries 
with those GE products rather than being marketed back to 
the country where they originated.

Everyone in the seed industry recognizes seed is now a 
global business. Because of increasing world food concerns, 

both Ruehle and Hughes agree that the seed industry will 
keep expanding business alliances across the globe. Hughes 
indicates seed improvements derived from biotechnology have 
been the primary driver of recent consolidations. 

“Today, many different technologies are adding value to a 
wide range of crops. As investments in genomics, biotech and 
advanced breeding keep improving the genetics of different 
crops, those investments are also driving consolidations. We 
see it in crop after crop,” says Hughes. “Vegetable deals will 
continue to roll along as well, but I believe the real energy 
there will come when technology is developed to enable step-
change improvements in the quality and nutritional value of 
fresh produce.”

He notes almost 400 million acres of biotech crops were 
planted worldwide in 2011. “And the largest rate of gain was 
in developing countries. So you can sense that more crops 
with more technology in more countries will generate more 
consolidations.” However, Hughes projects corn will be the 
most valuable seed in the world market for some time.

Tray Thomas at The Context Network adds, “There 
is plenty of acquisition and consolidation activity outside 
of North America; in fact, consolidation is just beginning 
to heat up in some areas of the world. In North America, 
however, consolidation has slowed considerably. 

“The big companies have made the big deals. There’s 
just fewer of the smaller guys left, and most of them want 
to remain independent. Some, however, are looking for 
opportunities to collaborate with other smaller seed firms 
to become big enough to be relevant to the trait suppliers. 
Many of these arrangements are already in place, but room for 
this type of consolidation still exists for some,” says Thomas.

“The point being that if you are only a 25,000-bag seed 
firm, you don’t have much of a bargaining chip; however, if 
you combine with eight other similar-sized firms then you 
have 200,000 units of potential. That volume can generate 
some trait and genetic conversation. That’s smart business 
and provides better access for those involved,” he says. 
“Overall, there aren’t many acquisitions left to be made in 

CONSOLIDATION 
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the U.S. Now it’s sort of consortium-
building time amongst the smaller 
seed companies. There may still be a 
big deal to happen, but most of the big 
deals are now in place.” 

Andy LaVigne, president of the 
American Seed Trade Association, 
agrees that mergers and consolidations 
are now fewer. “But you continue to 
see some of this business activity for 
various reasons, be it access to specific 
marketing areas or simply a great 
diversity opportunity for products into 
the marketplace. We see that new 
relationships facilitate production of 
particular seed products, especially 
in vegetable seeds. Also, with world 
trade and specific licensing agreements 
much more doable, it represents new 
expansion opportunities for several 
seed companies.

“ We ’ r e  s e e i n g  m o r e  s e e d 
relationships between North and South 
America, especially between the U.S., 
Chile, Brazil and Argentina. Also I 
sense much more activity between 
U.S. and European trait developers in 
vegetable seed businesses. Vegetables 
are so diverse and essentially produced 
throughout the world.  Beets  are 
another crop with developing global 
interests,” says LaVigne.

Not surprisingly, he says a strong 
and responsive farm bill is the number 
one Congressional priority of ASTA. 
However, a major challenge in the U.S. 
Senate is passage of the International 
Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for 
Food and Agriculture. “We’re trying to 
build a framework for all countries for a 
better understanding of how seed and 
germplasm will be moved globally, and 
how companies who have developed 
this germplasm will be compensated 
when it moves into global markets,” 
says LaVigne, indicating this has been 
a long-term process. “Unfortunately, 
treaties in general are not popular with 
our U.S. Senate,” he says. 

Outside Money in Seed Genetics
As the financial stakes in the seed 
industry continue to ramp up, will 
‘non-ag’ capital start seeking a piece of 
the action via investment funding with 
selected seed industry firms?

Hughes cuts to the quick, saying 
investors are always looking for a 
place to put their money where it 

“CONSOLIDATION IS JUST 
BEGINNING TO HEAT UP IN SOME 
AREAS OF THE WORLD”
 — Tray Thomas

Due to increasing concerns about food security, the seed industry will keep expanding business 
alliances around the world.

In 2011, almost 400 million acres of biotech crops were planted worldwide with the largest rate of gain in 
developing countries.
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Root Health – exciting revolution in 
crop performance
Because they are out of sight, roots are often out of mind. Yet, research increasingly points to Root 
Health as the key for future crop productivity improvements. Seed treatment will play a key role in 
effectively protecting roots to increase crop performance.

“Roots are the new frontier of crop productivity. Syngenta is focusing on Root Health as one solution to 
help farmers grow more from less,” explains Christian Schlatter, Global Asset Manager and Crop Lead from 
Syngenta. “Some experts say that 80% of all plant problems start with soil/root problems1. We call it an untapped 
research area.”

The impact of roots
Industry experts and scientists increasingly focus on the ability of roots to 
effi ciently use water and nutrients, which leads to better crop development 
at all critical stages and under differing environmental conditions. Strong root 
systems protect the genetic potential of the crop and, ultimately, lead to im-
proved yield consistency.

Bringing together experts to understand what happens 
below the ground
To exchange knowledge about Root Health and the link to plant perfor-
mance, Syngenta created Root Health Forums and the Global Root Health 
Network on LinkedIn® professional networking services.

A 2012 European Root Health Forum brought together more than 80 research experts from public and private organi-
zations to exchange their fi ndings. It followed from the 2011 Global Root Health Forum (USA). Five more regional Root 
Health Forums are scheduled for 2012.  A second Global Root Health Forum is planned for 2013 in Beijing, China. 

 
New seed treatment VIBRANCE™ as integrated 
Root Health solution 
At Syngenta, this research direction has resulted in VIBRANCE™, a novel 
seed treatment fungicide based on the new active ingredient sedaxane. It 
is the fi rst Syngenta molecule developed specifi cally for seed treatment 
and offers unique RootingPower™ that results in stronger, healthier roots 
– right from the start. Worldwide fi eld trials show more consistent yields 
for all major crops.

Worldwide scale
VIBRANCE has been launched in Argentina and France and has 
received registration in Canada and in the USA. Additional launches are 
planned in all major crops through 
the next two years.

To fi nd more about VIBRANCE and 
Root Health, visit the Syngenta 
web site or contact Christian 
Schlatter, Global Asset Manager, 
christian.schlatter@syngenta.com.

1 Rovira, A.D. 1990. The impact of soil and crop management practices on soil-borne root diseases and wheat yields. Soil Use and Management 6(4): 195 - 200.

Global Root Health Network

Bringing together leading technical 
experts from private, public and 
nonprofi t institutions worldwide to 
exchange knowledge about Root 
Health and the link to plant perfor-
mance. 
  

Global Root Health Network 
hosted by Syngenta

See the visible difference 
Fifty plant-bunch of spring barley, Poland

Source: University of Life Science Poznan, Poland, 2011,

broad acre conditions

Check VIBRANCE 
Seed Treatment

http://insidemob.mobi/vibrance

© 2012 Syngenta. 

Important: Use seed treatment products safely. Always read the label and product information before use. Labels contain important conditions of sale, 

including limitations of warranty and remedy. 

Referenced product is registered for use in certain countries and national label instructions have to be read and followed; please check with your local regula-

tory authority for further information. VIBRANCE™, ROOTING POWER™, the SYNGENTA Logo, the PURPOSE ICON   , the ALLIANCE FRAME  and the 

Seedcare Icon  are Trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company. 

LinkedIn® is a registered trademark of LinkedIn Corporation.

300816_Advertorial_v2-8.5x11.125.indd   1 8/30/12   5:27 PM
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will grow. And many investors 
are now realizing agriculture 
i s  one of the bigger growth 
industries in America. Private 
equity has always been a player 
in agriculture. However, Hughes 
believes the biggest driver in seed 
industry consolidations in the 
immediate future will be capital 
from strategic investors. 

“Crop genetics is a research-
driven business, however, very few 
investors outside of agriculture have 
the patience to sit around and wait 
for R&D to turn out products for the 
marketplace. Most investors want to 
see positive financial growth within 
five years, but in crop technology a 
10-year window is more appropriate 
for measuring return on investment. 
So those with the most to gain are 
strategic investors that are already 
in the business, like Monsanto, 
Dow AgroSciences and DuPont,” 
says Hughes. 

Other possible st rateg ic 
investors are companies with 
deep pockets, such as global 
energ y  compa n ie s  lo ok i ng 
for new feedstock crops for 

renewable energy. Or food companies who monitor 
changes in consumer preferences and are looking 
for ways to tie the quality and profitability of their 
finished products on the food shelf back to the raw 
ingredients coming from the farm.

Ruehle recently asked an investment friend 
where money is going these days. The investment 
broker told him considerable investment money is 
heading right back to U.S. agriculture, specifically 
the seed industry. And why this new interest? 
“Because the seed industry is at the cutting edge 
of virtually all agricultural business. I see definite 
interest in the investment community of being a 
more active participant in the seed industry. There 
are a lot of smart people out there who know this 
is now a multibillion-dollar global business,” says 
Ruehle.

How do smaller, family-owned seed companies 
survive this financially-driven competition? Hughes 
offers sage advice. “You pick your battles. A number 
of companies can take on the ‘giants’ on a crop-by-
crop basis in selected markets. But for most, it just 
simply requires too many resources to compete head-
to-head across all markets.

“A private company must recognize where its 
strengths lie—a production company, a marketing 
company or a breeding company. Few companies 
anymore have expertise in all three functions. Many 
regional companies are excellent brand marketers, but 
typically in a limited range of crops and geography. 

“I SEE DEFINITE INTEREST 
IN THE INVESTMENT 
COMMUNITY OF BEING A 
MORE ACTIVE PARTICIPANT 
IN THE SEED INDUSTRY. ”
 — Greg Ruehle

More seed relationships are developing between North and South America, particularly between the United States, Chile, Brazil and Argentina.



AGRA specializes in the complete seed plant facility. We manufacture equipment to help you at every 
step of the process from our material handling systems to our patented GEN-EL bucket elevators to our 
high-capacity husk chopper systems to our single-pass, double-pass, and combination seed corn dryers. 
Everything we do is tailored to take you efficiently from start to finish 
through the entire seed production process. From receiving to husk-
sort and chopping, to drying, shelling, bulk storage, load-out, sizing, 
bagging and warehouse storage,  AGRA has a custom-designed solution 
to meet your needs.

•  Design / Engineering
•  Steel Fabrication
•  Millwright / Erection
•  Equipment Installation
•  Project Management
•  Construction Management
•  Project Assurance 
        Solutions

Turnkey from the 
Ground Up!

Specialized in Seed
Specialized in design-build seed conditioning plants, grain-
handling equipment, and bulk storage facilities. Committed to 
meeting each of our customer’s specific needs with the ultimate 
goal of ensuring quality and efficiency. AGRA is the seed 
industry’s top choice for general contractors.

excellence 
in Turnkey

Ability. Reliability.TMAbility. Reliability.Ability. Reliability.Ability. Reliability.Ability. Reliability.Ability. Reliability.Ability. Reliability.Ability. Reliability.Ability. Reliability.Ability. Reliability.Ability. Reliability.TMAbility. Reliability.TMAbility. Reliability.Ability. Reliability.Ability. Reliability.Ability. Reliability.Ability. Reliability.AGRA
Industries

Ag Processing and 
Bio-Energy Systems

AGRA Industries | 1211 W Water Street | Merrill, WI 54452 |  800-842-8033 | www.AgraInd.com

AGRA
Industries
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Some small technology shops are able to be successful developing new 
technologies even though they have no means to bring products to market. 
The big companies try to be good at everything but seldom really are. So 
find those niche opportunities and simply work harder to compete in those 
niches.

“But that said, all companies working in crops or markets that are 
impacted by technology are eventually going to require some sort of 
collaboration with a technology provider. And that can be the most 
important step a private company takes. You may think you can do it on 
your own but the reality today is that is getting harder to do every year,” 
says Hughes.

Brand Loyalty Today
So is brand loyalty still functioning in the marketplace? Or because of 
all the ‘new arrangements’ going on within the seed industry, are farmers 
even concerned about brand anymore?

“They should be and I think they still are,” says Hughes. He notes that 
‘brand loyalty’ covers several issues but even as the world of agriculture 
changes, farmers still do business person to person. “Brand reliability based 
around good customer service and finding the right products for each 
farm are still fundamental in the seed business,” he says, adding that most 
growers today buy from more than one seed supplier so ‘blind allegiance’ 
simply doesn’t work in the market, and shouldn’t. 

“There is still loyalty on a brand-name basis,” comments Ruehle. “Yes, 
farmers recognize tremendous advancement in genetic performance and 
biotech traits that help preserve the yield potential for that crop, but you 
can’t put customer service into that bag of seed. That gets delivered outside 
the bag. And that will always be the advantage of a regional company. 
They’re not just visiting the marketplace; they’re living it 365 days of the 
year. They see that customer in church, at a school function, at the local 
coffee shop. That vital relationship disappears with too much consolidation.”

How to survive in this intense big money game? It’s a tough crystal 
ball to read, ventures Ruehle. “Genetic performance is like table stakes 
in this poker game. Plus you’ve got to provide the latest in cutting-edge 
traits. Thankfully, we are seeing more broad licensing arrangements today. 
However, you still have to provide a level of customer service that sets you 
apart from your national brand competitors.” Dick Hagen

SEED OUTLOOK
Thomas F. (Bud) Hughes, a partner in 
Verdant Partners, says there will be enough 
seed for the 2013 crop year despite below 
normal yields in many seed production 
areas. He indicates that most seed 
companies increased their seed acres 
this year, plus winter production will be 
significantly higher in South America and 
elsewhere. “With these prices the American 
seed industry is facing a very dynamic 
market. But even with more corn acres 
being planted in 2013, I believe the seed 
industry will meet the challenge. Some 
specific new products may be limited, but 
we don’t spend years developing products 
and market share so that we can run out of 
seed to sell,” says Hughes.

“The numbers I hear on seed yield range 
from 60 to 80 percent of normal, even 
under irrigation. But you can’t irrigate away 
heat damage and that’s why the lower 
yields, even when water was applied,” 
says Greg Ruehle, chief executive officer 
of the Independent Professional Seed 
Association.

“The bigger question right now is, how 
much more did seed companies plant  
this spring relative to a typical crop?  
Most seedsmen were aggressive. I’ve 
heard mostly from 125 to 200 percent of 
typical acres. 

“And the third variable is how many acres 
of corn will be planted next year? We won’t 
know until the planters start rolling. Logic 
suggests there will be as many acres planted 
as there is seed to plant those acres. It’s a 
hot commodity with no evidence of slowing 
down soon,” says Ruehle.

“YOU CAN’T PUT CUSTOMER SERVICE INTO THAT BAG OF SEED. 
THAT GETS DELIVERED OUTSIDE THE BAG.”
 — Greg Ruehle
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PONCHO®/VOTiVO® 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR CORN, COTTON AND SOYBEANS.

Bayer CropScience LP, 2 TW Alexander Drive, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709. Always read and follow label instructions. Bayer, the Bayer 
Cross, Poncho, and VOTiVO are registered trademarks of Bayer. Poncho/VOTiVO is not registered in all states. For additional product information, 
call toll-free 1-866-99-BAYER (1-866-992-2937) or visit our Web site at www.BayerCropScience.us.
CR0812PONVOTA014V00R0

Applied on more than 14 million acres of corn already, Poncho®/VOTiVO® seed treatment from Bayer CropScience 

helps farmers achieve higher levels of production by using a systemic agent that helps protect the whole plant 

against insect pests. Poncho/VOTiVO also uses a biological component that protects against nematodes during 

early development, leading to healthier stands and larger yields. So get treated and get growing. Contact your 

seed dealer or visit ponchovotivo.us to learn more.

SURE, WE COULD TELL YOU ABOUT THE POSITIVE EFFECTS OF 
TREATING YOUR SEEDS. BUT IT REALLY BOILS DOWN TO TWO WORDS: 
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SIZING IT UP
The average size of farms in the United States 
continues to increase, and while basic seed 
sales tactics remain the same no matter who 
the customer is, there are some techniques to 
keep in mind when dealing with large-scale 
farm operations and managers.

THE MOST recent data on farm size in the United States, 
which comes from the 2007 Census of Agriculture, show 
that concentration of production in agriculture has 

increased in the last five years. In 2002, 144,000 farms produced 
75 percent of the value of U.S. agricultural production. In 2007, 
the number of farms that produced that same share of production 
declined to 125,000.

Another way of looking at farm size is the share of agricultural 
production produced by farms with more than $1 million in sales. 
In 2007, farms in this sales class produced 59 percent of U.S. 
agricultural production, while in 2002 farms in this sales class 
produced only 47 percent of all production.

 “There is no doubt that farm numbers in the U.S. continue to 
decrease and the average size of farms continues to increase,” says 
Rod Osthus, president of R.C. Thomas Company. “Farming is no 
different from every other industry in the United States. Virtually 
all of business segments either have consolidated or are 
consolidating at some level, some industries more than others.”

What impact does larger farm size have on the seed-
selling process and the seed industry in general?

Lead, Don’t Manage, Large-Scale Growers
Relationship management is critical when working with large 
farm operations; however, it is more complex than selling to one 
farmer who makes all the decisions himself. The sales process 
when dealing with larger farm operations can involve more 
than one buyer or strong influencers, particularly if there is a 
professional buyer, technical specialists such as agronomists or 
a farm manager involved in the purchase, says Scott Downey, 
associate director of the Center for Food and Agricultural 
Business at Purdue University. He says trust is important in every 
relationship, regardless of size; however, the definition of the 
relationship with large farms is typically a business relationship, 
not just a social relationship. 

12
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SIZING IT UP

“The complexity of large farm decision-making requires 
more planning and coordination,” says Downey. “That means 
longer time horizons, more formality in communication and 
more up-front investment in building the relationship.”

Osthus agrees that managing the relationship is the area 
that differs most when working with large growers versus smaller 
growers. “The key here is to get rid of the word manage and 
insert the word lead. No one is going to be able, or be allowed 
to, manage a large grower. They won’t let you,” explains Osthus. 
“They are large because they love to control everything they do.”

Osthus says the reason large growers are so good at managing 
themselves is because they are controlling things they know a 
lot about. However, “leading means taking someone where they 
don’t know they need to go and that’s what salespeople must do 
with every farmer, but especially the large ones,” he adds.

The problem is, most salespeople center their leadership 
around the products they sell, but that doesn’t work with large-
scale farmers because they go right to price, explains Osthus. 
“Leading large, 21st century farmers means bringing them 
information they don’t have or, if they do have it, they don’t 
know how to use it to raise more bushels. They need to be 
taught how to get more out of the newest technologies they are 
using, but most salespeople are just there to sell them products, 
programs or cheaper prices.”

But barring genetics that perform noticeably better than all 
other competitors, Downey says that the ability for seed sellers 
to differentiate themselves is harder with a large farm that uses 
a lot of information. And sometimes it is the small things that 
actually gain a larger operator’s attention and lead the way. 
“Large farms often really appreciate having advanced genetics 
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out of the new technologies they are using.
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before they’re commonly available and like having on-farm trials 
that demonstrate performance on their own farm,” he says.

When it comes to relationships with large farmers, Downey 
adds that it is important to remember there are aspects of both 
leadership and traditional components of management (analysis, 
planning, implementing, and monitoring) that are useful with 
sophisticated customers. “The complexity of logistics associated 
with serving a large complex customer requires management 
skills. Penetrating layers of management within a company 
requires planning. Salespeople in any industry who want to work 
with large complex customers must be good managers, technical 
experts and good business people—in addition to being friendly 
and trustworthy. 

“There was a time, not long ago, when the differences in 
complexity between the largest farms and the smallest could 
still be handled by the same approach. I don’t believe that’s true 
today. Selling to large complex businesses requires the ability 
to lead people inside the buyer’s organization AND inside the 
seller’s own organization, since serving large customers is often 
a team effort,” he says.

But Selling is Still Selling
You’ve brought the larger farmer information he didn’t know 
and led him in the door, now what? When it comes time for 
the actual sale, Osthus says there is no real difference between 
selling to a larger farmer versus a small farmer. “The fi rst thing 
we tell salespeople is to take the word ‘sale’ out of every sales call, 
regardless of the size of the operator, because you are not there to 
get an order, you are there to get the grower to like you so you can 
get an appointment to come back,” says Osthus.

Second, Osthus says to stop thinking about farm size once 
you are ready to make a sale. “Just because he is a larger farmer 
doesn’t mean he is smarter or more advanced than the sales 
rep. The sales rep knows a lot more about raising the products 
he or she is selling than the farmer does. The sales rep is there to 
help him raise more bushels than ever before on the acres he is 
farming,” Osthus eplains.

For Shannon Latham, vice president of Latham Hi-Tech 
Seeds, farm size doesn’t factor in at all during the sales process. “At 
Latham Hi-Tech Seeds, our focus is on the customer—regardless 
of the size of the operation. We take time to meet with farmers, 
visit with them about their goals, as well as glean information 
on management practices and soil types,” explains Latham. “We 
know that it’s not enough to just offer great products; product 
placement and management is key to maximizing yield. That’s why 
we like to work closely with our customers to help ensure they’re 
getting the best seed product to fi t a given situation.”

Crop Production Versus Farm Size
While there are some key differences when managing 
relationships with larger operators, many seed sellers and 
industry professionals believe trends in farm numbers and in 
size of farmers might not be as important as what is happening 
with trends in crop production itself.

“Tillable farmland continues to decrease in the United 
States which means every acre needs to become significantly 
more productive in order to feed the world’s growing population 
in the coming years,” says Osthus. “So the real question is: are 
farmers who are growing in size working to do a better job of 

“THE FIRST THING WE TELL SALESPEOPLE 
IS TO TAKE THE WORD ‘SALE’ OUT OF 
EVERY SALES CALL ...”
 — Rod Osthus

When it comes to relationships with large-scale growers, aspects of 
leadership and traditional components of management are useful with 
sophisticated customers.
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farming larger acreages, or are they simply 
doing what many farmers have done in the 
past—trying to lower production costs by 
spreading them over more acres?” 

New varieties and new technologies 
themselves will not increase yields enough 
to keep up with the demand for food. But 
farmers have an opportunity to increase 
production by at least twofold by changing 
how they raise those varieties, explains 
Osthus. “And that is exactly what farmers 
need to do on every acre, regardless of 
size. In theory, farmers should not expand 
the size of their operations until they 
have nearly doubled production on the 
acres they are currently farming. It is 
totally within their capabilities because 
it is already being done. Everyone’s future 
depends on 21st century farmers’ abilities 
to produce more pounds, bushels and tons 
on the same amount of land or less. That 
fact concerns me far more than fewer 
farmers running the land.”

Future of Farming
As large-scale farmers grow their 
managerial ability, they can continue to 

leverage investments in people, land and 
machinery to become more effi cient. “Very 
few farms today have formal process 
controls, six sigma or quality management 
that help companies eke out even more 
profi t,” says Downey. “It’s hard to think 
that there wouldn’t continue to be growth 
in farm size. However, as this segment 
grows it will likely be important to defi ne 
these farm operations on factors other 
than size. Behavioral segments may be 
much more relevant as we learn to tailor 
value propositions.”

And what wi l l  happen to the 
traditional family farm as we used to 
know it? “I hope and believe that there 
will always be a place for family farms,” 
says Downey. “Health care costs and 
other issues may mean that we redefine 
this segment. Many will work off farm 
in order to have benefi ts. The ability to 
scale machinery and the passion for farm 
lifestyles, along with market opportunities 
for specialty and local crops, raises the 
potential for these farms to continue to 
exist. Companies who want to serve this 
group will need to adapt to a different set 

of needs. There will clearly be a broad 
continuum of small acreage farms to large 
acreage farms.”

Successful seed companies, and sales 
reps, will be the ones who can adapt to the 
different sets of needs the quickest going 
forward. “Working with large farmers is 
not about managing them as customers. 
They are already good managers,” says 
Osthus. “Instead, it means leading 
them. When you lead them, they follow 
because I haven’t met a large farmer yet 
who didn’t want to learn something new 
so he could continue to grow his business.”  
Julie McNabb

Who is Producing America’s Crops?
The 2007 Census of Agriculture uses a typology that classifi es farms by sales and operator’s occupation. The census 
shows that the two largest groups of farms are residential/lifestyle farms (36 percent) and retirement farms (21 
percent). Residential/lifestyle farms are those that produced less than $250,000 in sales of agricultural products and 
where the principal operators reported something other than farming as their primary occupation. Retirement farms 
are those that produced less than $250,000 in sales and where principal operators who reported that they were retired. 
Large family farms (sales between $250,000 and $500,000) and very large family farms (sales over $500,000) made up 
only 9 percent of all farms. Yet they produced more than 63 percent of the value of all agricultural products sold.

Farms By Size (1,000)
Size:   1978 1982 1987 1992 1997 2002 2007
180–499 acres  582 527 478 428 428 389 368
500–999 acres  213 204 200 186 179 162 150
1,000–1,999 acres 98 97 102 102 103 99 93
2,000 acres or more 63 65 67 71 74 78 80
Source: From the 2012 Statistical Abstract of the United States

Farms By Type (1,000)
Farms by type of organization: 1978 1982 1987 1992 1997 2002 2007
Family or individual  1,966 1,946 1,809 1,653 1,923 1,910 1906
Partnership   233 223 200 187 186 130 174
Corporation   50 60 67 73 90 74 96
Source: From the 2012 Statistical Abstract of the United States

“IT’S HARD TO THINK THAT THERE 
WOULDN’T CONTINUE TO BE 
GROWTH IN FARM SIZE.”
 — Scott Downey
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NOT JUST A 
NUMBERS GAME

YIELD:
A holistic approach to yield management is changing the equation.

YIELD MAY be measured in bushels (or tons) per acre; however, it’s much more 
than just numbers, as any farmer will probably tell you.

Yield is increasingly viewed as a sum of many factors, whether it’s a crop’s 
ability to withstand stresses such as drought and heat or the grower’s ability to successfully 
deal with the pests, weeds and diseases that can affect the amount of grain, fruit or seed 
that will eventually be harvested.

“The primary defi nition of yield remains ‘what is harvested from the fi eld in bushels 
or tons at harvest.’ But how this number is arrived at in terms of input and effort—both 
physical and, more so, mental in this day and age—is the area we spend a great deal of 
time on,” says Stephen Denys, vice president of sales and marketing with Pride Seeds of 
Chatham, Ontario. 
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“When we look at yield we are looking at ways to increase not only the absolute yield 
per acre, but the consistency of yield increase over time in a crop. This requires a holistic 
approach to yield management aimed at taking advantage of the genetic package being 
planted. Everything producers do throughout the year is really geared toward taking as 
full advantage as possible of the genetics they plant.”

Escalating Risks
Today’s farmers, seed companies, agricultural retailers and plant breeders all recognize 
that many more components make up the term yield now than in the past. “When we 
thought of yield in the past it was in terms of offensive characteristics in the products 
that gave them a high yield ability, whereas now farmers are looking for defensive 
characteristics as much as offensive characteristics in their products because they are 
looking at being able to limit their risks,” says John Latham of Latham Hi-Tech Seeds, 
located in Alexander, Iowa. 

“The stakes are higher today—inputs are higher, the cost of land is higher, seed costs 
are higher, and now that markets have gone up too, producers need to be able to limit 
their risk more than in the past,” he says.

Risk is nothing new to farming, but it seems each passing year brings new and 
escalating risks: rarely seen pests and diseases, intense and erratic weather events, 
changing consumer trends and the quality and consistency demands they create from 
food processors, and fl uctuating and increasingly speculative markets. 

Proactively dealing with these and other risks is a delicate balancing act, and an 
important weight factor at one end of the scale is the grower’s choice of purchase, a 
decision that is now heavily infl uenced by the risk management package that comes 
along with the seed.

“From a seed perspective, yield starts with genetics and choosing new varieties that 
increase yield potential while having inherent characteristics such as standability, disease 
tolerance, natural drought defense mechanisms, etcetera,” says Denys. 

Tools for Success
By using tools such as marker-assisted 
breeding, the time required to fi nd new 
and higher-yielding genetics, says Denys, 
has been shortened. Approaches such as 
dihaploid breeding have also accelerated 
and shortened the interval from discovery 
to commercialization in corn. 

“This means producers can take 
advantage of newer genetics sooner than 
in the past. In crops like corn and soybeans 
we have been able to insert traits that 
help us preserve internal yield potential 
by reducing the risks associated with 
insect and weed pressure, and through 
this preserve yield and quality that can 
otherwise be jeopardized by secondary 
diseases that can enter the plant. These 
are all seed-based technologies internal to 
the seed,” says Denys.

As more growing areas worldwide are 
experiencing hotter, dryer conditions in 
longer cycles than previously seen, drought 
tolerance is something that producers are 
asking for in their seed varieties. “Drought 
tolerance is huge and everyone is looking 
to get more bushels per acre with less 
water, whether that’s irrigated or natural,” 
says Latham.

Specifi c disease and pest pressure is 
increasing in many regions and spreading 
to areas that haven’t traditionally been 
exposed to them, putting pressure on 
scientists and plant breeders to stay ahead 
of the problems. “There are diseases like 
Goss’ wilt and insects like rootworm in 
corn that are becoming more of a problem 
and are even becoming resistant to some 
technologies,” says Latham. “In our area of 
northeast Iowa and into northern Illinois, 
rootworm has become a major problem. 
There has traditionally been a lot of corn-
on-corn, and that has put a lot of pressure 
on the trait to be able to perform. It can be 
a serious limiting factor on yield.”

Traits inserted in crops such as corn and soybeans help growers preserve internal yield potential by 
reducing risks associated with insect and weed pressure.
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Of equal importance to the genetics of the seed are the 
treatments that can be applied prior to, at seeding, or in-crop to 
help protect yield potential as circumstances change in the fi eld. 

“In addition to these tools, the industry has focused on 
and rapidly adopted external seed-based tools including seed 
treatments to protect the seed through germination, emergence 
and early plant growth stages,” says Denys. “The impact that the 
new generation of seed treatments has had on yield potential, 
stand uniformity and yield consistency cannot be underestimated. 
Now we see the introduction of third-generation inoculants for 
crops like soybeans that enhance not only nitrogen fi xation, but 
also enhance natural plant health mechanisms—all applied to the 
seed by the seed company or retailer to streamline the planting 
operation and increase the number of acres we can plant per day.”

Back to Basics
However, it’s not just about the science; attending to the basics 
is vital to getting the most out of the expensive technologies 
that growers purchase with their seed. “In our discussions with 
producers, many times we also go back to the basics, which 
includes creating a seed bed that promotes fast and uniform 
emergence,” says Denys. “Yes, we have the equipment today 
to cover more acres faster than ever before, but without these 
discussions, genetic yield potential is lost at the starting gate if we 
do not have a good seed bed.”

Seed companies and their retailers, knowing the complexity 
of the issues that their customers face, are extending their roles to 
include that of the crop advisor. “Although we are a seed company, 
in order for our customers to take advantage of the yield potential 

Seed treatments help protect yield potential as circumstances change in the fi eld.
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we are offering, we are working with them to ensure they use a 
holistic approach to arrive at yield potential, starting with the area 
we have primary responsibility for, and that is the right choice 
of genetics combined with internal and external seed-based 
technologies,” says Denys.

Production techniques and in-crop treatments are another 
piece of the yield puzzle. “Beyond seed-based technologies, a 
holistic approach has lead to research in other key areas, which 
has led to yield gains and yield consistency gains,” says Denys. 
“Examples include soil testing and the use of GPS soil mapping, 
which has increased yield potential across the farm.”

The quest for higher yields to feed and fuel a growing 
population has also lead to the dramatic growth of in-crop 
fungicide applications, says Denys. “We see this in crops like corn, 
where these applications not only preserve yield potential under 
varying conditions, but preserve plant health, which positively 
impacts standability at harvest. We are also looking at optimal 
plant populations, which in many cases are higher than the 
traditional norm to increase yield potential, something only made 
possible through the adoption of traits and use of seed treatments 
and fungicides to reduce other yield-limiting barriers.” 

With so much uncertainty year to year, producers want to 
have access to the best seed available, and to be able to grow the 
varieties that they consider best for yield potential based on their 
specifi c circumstances. However, the same factors that affect next 
year’s harvest can also affect seed supplies today. 

“The more extreme weather, especially the heat and the 
dry conditions we have seen recently, causes problems for our 
production and our seed supply,” says Latham. “I think that seed 
supply is going to be tighter this year across the board for different 
seed companies because the drought has affected everybody in 
certain areas and it’s causing all seed companies to go to South 
America to make up for some of the supply that they have lost in 
the Midwest this year.”

Latham is encouraging his customers to order early if they 
want to get the best quality seed and the varieties they want. “We 
have never had so many orders as we have now for this early in the 
year. A lot of people are concerned about it and want to make sure 
they get their supply locked in for next year,” he says.

As farmers consider next year’s crop—with this year’s drought 
still fresh in their minds—maximizing yield will be a priority. Now 
is the time to educate growers, helping them connect the dots 
between the many factors that contribute to yield—managing 
those within their control and minimizing the ones that aren’t.

Angela Lovell

“We have the equipment today to cover more 
acres faster than ever before, but without these 
discussions, genetic yield potential is lost at the 
starting gate if we do not have a good seed bed.”
 — Stephen Denys
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Far from being left 
behind in research and 

development, forages 
are coming to the fore 

as growers begin to 
look for geographically-

specific varieties.

WHILE FORAGES have always 
been necessary to livestock 
producers, they haven’t enjoyed 

the relative glory of cereals or oilseed crops, 
and have never commanded attention as a 
rich field of opportunity for research and 
development—but this trend is changing.

“We don’t generate a lot of revenue 
in sales, but it’s valuable for the livestock 
community,” says Chris Agee, forage 
ag ronomist  for  Pennington Seed. 
Pennington, like many forage and turfgrass 
companies in the United States, operates 
in partnership with universities and 
other organizations, pooling genetics and 
resources rather than spearheading major 
private breeding initiatives. 

“In other countries where land is 
much more limiting, farmers are more 
keen to match varieties to their specific 
environment—but the U.S. is not as 
forage smart as other countries. I think I 
see that changing as farmers become more 
sophisticated, for lack of a better word, 

with their planting choices,” says Agee.
Leah Brilman, director of research 

and technical services at Seed Research 
of Oregon, a division of Pickseed, and 
incoming head of turf research for 
Pickseed, agrees. “At the universities we 
had a lot more breeders for forages, and 
then we saw a downslope in varieties 
coming out of university programs. At the 
same time, we’re starting to see an upslope 
in customer awareness of improvements. 
So companies have stepped up and 
started to do more forage breeding lately,” 
she says. “Farmers are more savvy and 
are looking for improvements in forage. 
We’re seeing more of them move toward 
[known] varieties that have good data 
behind them.”

Forage Pipeline
At Pickseed, according to Brilman, 
customer demand has initiated a recent 
emphasis on drought tolerance in forages. 
This is an increasingly important trait—

The Future of Forages
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as drought-stricken growers in the United 
States are only too well aware—in light of 
climate change and the growing expense 
and limited availability of water in some 
areas. “In some areas where we market to, 
say, dairy farmers, a lot of them depend 
on rainfall for irrigation, and this year the 
irrigation failed in some of those areas,” 
she says. “You need something that will 
stay green as long as possible and provide 
food over low-rainfall conditions.”

Additionally, Pickseed is working on 
forage quality, releasing tetraploids such 
as Maximo, a tetraploid intermediate 
ryegrass which should be coming to 
market this year. “What we like about 
[Maximo] is that it gives the yields of a 
tetraploid annual, but it persists longer 
than an annual, so you get almost that 
balance between annual and perennial 
but with very high yields and longer 
persistence than an annual would give 
you,” says Brilman.

Pickseed is also working on what 
Br i lman cal l s  the “ forage qual it y 
component,” improving tall fescue varieties 
to achieve softer leaves. “It’s a balancing 
act—if you get them softer it improves 
their digestibility and acceptance by the 
animals, but you have to be careful you 
don’t lose seed yield because of that.”

Forage quality is also on Pennington’s 
radar. New to the market is Texoma 
MaxQ II, the company’s second novel 
endophyte tall fescue. Produced directly 
from a southern Oklahoma ecotype by 
the Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation and 
coupled with Grasslanz Technology’s next 
generation of novel endophytes, MaxQ 
II, the variety is intended for livestock 
producers in the south-central United 
States. According to Agee, Texoma MaxQ 
II is also more tolerant to drought and heat 
than most other tall fescue varieties—a 
cool-season grass, it becomes semi-
dormant in the summer, which protects it 
from the heat.

Accord ing  to  the  company, 
Pennington is currently working to 
develop tall fescue germplasm/endophyte 
combinations that will be better adapted 
to the upper South and Midwest regions 
of the United States.

Foraging the Future
Region-specific breeding is not new for 
forages, but producers in the United 
States have been slow to demand specifi c 
forage characteristics from the industry. In 

other parts of the world, such as Europe, 
herds have traditionally been smaller and 
more intensely managed, so producers 
have paid more attention to forage 
qualities. Agee sees this as the future of 
forages everywhere, as a changing climate 
fundamentally alters global agriculture. 
“Inputs for cattle production used to 
be a lot cheaper. But now, with corn 
and fertilizer prices, the most successful 
farmers are starting to look at managing 
pastures and getting the most out of them,” 
he says. “The ones that don’t, I think, will 
fi nd themselves out of business.”

Mark Harvey, director of international 
operations for Seed Genetics International, 
a privately-owned commercial breeder and 
forage seed producer based in Adelaide, 
Australia, agrees that forages with 
particular characteristics will increasingly 
be sought by livestock producers. “For 
alfalfa it’s important, because as the 
pressures on production become more 
intense, farmers need to get more from 

“In other countries where land is 
much more limiting, farmers are 
more keen to match varieties to 
their specific environment—but 
the U.S. is not as forage smart as 
other countries.”
 — Chris Agee

New to market is Pennington Seed’s Texoma MaxQ II.
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The Future of Roundup Ready Alfalfa?
The United States Department of Agriculture authorized the resumption of 
sale and planting of Roundup Ready alfalfa in February of 2011, following a 
lengthy court battle that had restricted its use since 2007.

So far, however, the technology has not been approved in any other country 
in the world, despite claims of its safety and the increasing motion of the 
global seed industry toward bioengineered crops.

“I’m a firm believer in the technology and the advances that it can bring,” 
says Mark Harvey, director of international operations for Seed Genetics 
International, based in Adelaide. “Unfortunately, in Australia we cannot 
participate in production of GMO alfalfa—it’s a non-approved product. The 
regulatory work has to be approved before it can proceed, but the problem 
is in Australia there’s a very strong lobby against this—and in most places 
around the world.

“Most of the seed industry is in support of Roundup Ready alfalfa, because 
it represents technological advancements and opportunities for seed 
companies,” Harvey says. “Unfortunately there are a lot of regulatory 
hurdles that have to be jumped in countries around the world, and that 
makes it very difficult.”

the land, which means more intensively-
farmed environments and more focus on 
varieties,” he says.

SGI produces 3500 to 4000 tons 
of non-dormant alfalfa seed on average 
each year. Recent developments in the 
company’s pipeline include Super Nova, 
released in 2010/2011, an alfalfa variety 
with a high winter rating, high protein and 
digestibility, and very high seed yield suited 
to temperate regions such as southern 
Europe and the southern United States. 
The company expects to release a range 
of multipurpose forage and grazing alfalfas 
with high quality and very active winter 
growth in 2014, and is also set to release a 
tropical alfalfa in 2014/2015 after testing is 
concluded; this variety is designed to resist 
tropical diseases in regions such as Asia, 
Brazil, Argentina and tropical areas in the 
north of Australia.

As seed companies look ahead to 
the effects of climate change on livestock-
producing regions, the future looks bright 
for alfalfa. “You have to get more value out 
of nutrition and land, so you need to grow 
better, higher-performing varieties,” says 
Harvey. “So more intensive agriculture 
can be brought to bear.” Julienne Isaacs
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WHEN IT  comes to plant 
biotechnolog y,  and more 
specif ically to the genetic 

modifi cation of plants, Europe still seems 
to be different from most other parts 
of the world. While many countries 
have embraced the technology at a 
breathtaking pace, and the number and 
acreage of genetically modifi ed plants are 
constantly growing at double-digit fi gures 
year after year, the European Union has 
had constant discussion on perceived 
risks, exaggerated benefi ts and scientifi c 
independence—with a near-total absence 
of any practical fi eld experience.

The European Union has been at the 
center of numerous trade disputes, even 
at the level of World Trade Organization 
panels, as many countries see their exports 
unduly restricted by the EU’s rigid zero 
tolerance policy and painstakingly slow 
approval processes.

GM-Free Europe: 
Myth vs. Reality

Lately, the European Commission has tried to bring new 
movement into the deadlocked discussion through its proposal to 
nationalize the decision on actual plantings of GM crops while 
maintaining the competencies and bodies for safety assessment 
and general approval at the EU level. But again, this attempt 
seems to have generated no more than debate, with no concrete 
results in sight.

For at least a year, member states have been unable to 
make the principal decision of whether or not to take legal 
responsibility for their policies on GM crops. There are a number 
of reasons for this, which plant breeders and biotech developers 
should make clear to the interested and wider public.

First and foremost, the current status means that there have 
been no positive decisions made on new GM crops for planting. 
This is exactly what the vast majority of member states consider 
to be in line with two of their main political objectives—not 
to upset their highly vocal and well-organized environmental 
NGOs (specifically when elections loom on the horizon), 
and to shift the actual political responsibility for all negative 
consequences to the European Commission.

So what would national ministers and governments actually 
‘gain’ in the case that they could make the fi nal decision on GM 

Garlich von Essen is 
the secretary general 
of the European Seed 
Association.
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plantings themselves, without interference 
at the EU level? Not much. On the 
contrary, they would have to visibly and 
legally take responsibility. In other words, 
they would need to substantiate claims of 
the lack of safety of GM crops for human 
health or the environment, outline the 
specifi c climatic or agronomic conditions 
that would make the co-existence of GM 
and non-GM agricultural production 
technically impossible, and to stand up at 
the WTO level and argue their individual 
cases. In short, they would have to admit 
that they are constantly breaking the rules 
and regulations that they themselves have 
set for no other reason than the political 
consideration to avoid diffi cult discussions 
and unpopular decisions that require true 
leadership.

Currently, national ministers with 
or without direct responsibility for the 
biotech dossiers are in the luxurious 
position of claiming to defend their 
citizens against the technocrats in 
Brussels (and non-European multinational 
companies) that seem to be trying to force 
GM crops and food down the throats 
of Europeans. What they deliberately 
forget to admit is that GM products are 
basically present everywhere in Europe. 
Huge amounts of feed and food products 
produced from genetically modifi ed plants 
in other parts of the world are shipped to 
the EU daily, fed to its cattle, pigs and 
poultry, and are—directly or indirectly—
part of our everyday diet. 

But then again, this is largely hidden 
behind traceability and labeling rules 
that are designed to prevent, rather than 
ensure, consumer understanding. Sugar 
from a genetically modified sugar beet 
must be labeled as GM sugar while the 
use of genetically modified enzymes in 
sugar production from conventional sugar 

beets does not need to be labeled GM. 
And meat or dairy products from animals 
fed with GM products do not require any 
labeling at all. In short, these rules are a 
veil that hides the truth from consumers: 
that Europe’s farm production is largely 
dependent upon imports of products 
that are genetically modified, and that 
the often-claimed ‘GM-free Europe’ is a 
myth rather than a reality, but a myth 
that is politically too convenient to be 
demystifi ed.

The question remains: is Europe 
really so different? Do Europeans really 
welcome biotechnology when it comes 
to medicinal and pharmaceut ical 
applications, but strongly resent it when 
it comes to food or even feed production 
from plants? What can be deduced from 
all respective studies and enquiries? The 
picture is blurred at best. Many Europeans 
have a strong skept ici sm, mainly 
motivated by the simple question, “What’s 
in it for me?” Most Europeans don’t see 
any personal benefi ts. And the ones that 
should (i.e. Europe’s farmers), have so far 
not been very vocal in their advocacy of 
access to the technology. 

However, with food security coming 
back to the political agenda, higher 
feed prices—and consequently higher 

“Huge amounts of feed and food products produced from genetically modified plants in other parts of 
the world are shipped to the EU daily, fed to its cattle, pigs and poultry, and are—directly or indirectly—
part of our everyday diet … This is largely hidden behind traceability and labeling rules that are designed 
to prevent, rather than ensure, consumer understanding.”

—Garlich von Essen

food prices—and increasingly fierce 
competition on the world commodity 
markets, the situation may change faster 
than many have considered possible. 
Suddenly, the question, “What’s in it for 
me?” may be answered with “lower prices.” 
And Europeans are highly sensitive to 
food price developments.

Of course,  there i s  no single 
argument that will suddenly win the 
hearts and minds of Europeans for 
agricultural biotechnology. Or, more 
generally, for its agriculture. For decades, 
the EU’s agricultural policy, farmers and 
associated sectors, such as plant breeders 
and feed or pesticide manufacturers, have 
been branded as expensive to taxpayers, 
largely unnecessary and unsuccessful 
in addressing the wishes of citizens. 
While this appreciation is now finally 
changing as Europe realizes its needs 
and responsibilities toward its own food 
security, it is important for plant breeders 
and biotech companies to seize this 
opportunity, to form a strong, vocal and 
lasting coalition with its customers—
Europe’s farmers and growers—and 
advocate the much-needed sustainable 
intensifi cation of European agriculture, 
to the benefit of the environment and 
the economy. 

This sustainable intensification 
can only be achieved with technology. 
It i s new plant var iet ies carry ing 
new traits that are the answer to the 
increasing demands of an increasing 
world population. It is high time that 
Europe recognizes plant breeding and 
biotechnology for what they are: key 
sectors for our future that deserve strong 
and visible political support, and honest, 
transparent and enabling regulations as 
well as long-term commitment. 

Garlich von Essen
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“WHAT WE need in the seed 
industry is a predictable, 
transparent system, where 

seed tests are certifi ed by all countries, 
[and] where import requirements are 
harmonized and predictable, so com-
panies can make rational decisions,” 
says Ric Dunkle, the American Seed 
Trade Association’s senior director of 
seed health and trade. “The ultimate 
solution to that is to have international 
standards.” 

In an increasingly complex and 
competitive trading environment, pre-
dictability is the Holy Grail. 

Dunkle’s is one of many voices 
calling for increased harmonization of 
regulations across borders—recently, a 
major push for internationally-recog-
nized standards has kept the conversa-
tion vibrant in government and industry 
offi ces around the globe. But there are 
many obstacles that make this diffi cult. 

Differences in national trading goals, 
protectionist policies and language bar-
riers are all factors that complicate the 
movement of seed across borders. And at 
the base of many of these issues is com-
munication.

Lines of Communication
One example of a barrier obstructing 
trade is the complexity of phytosani-
tary regulations—according to Dunkle, 
understanding a given country’s phy-
tosanitary regulations is always a chal-
lenge, but it can be compounded when 
that country does not post up-to-date 
requirements online, or when new 
tests are requested on import permits 
that had never been requested formerly. 
Occasionally, an importing country will 
list new pests and diseases on the import 
permit—but the exporter has already 
harvested the seed by the time they apply 
for the permit.

BRIDGING the 
COMMUNICATIONS

DIVIDEIn a global playing fi eld, harmonized regulations—and 
improved communication—are essential to ensure the 
fl ow of seed across borders.
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Import requirements can get even 
more tangled. A recent issue that has 
emerged is that some countries are 
requiring different risk assessments than 
in the past—meaning that a seed com-
pany may complete all requirements to 
ship seed to a country they have been 
doing business with for 30 years, only to 
have the seed held up at the border. 

If importing countries do not notify 
the WTO of changes to import regula-
tions, “[companies] hear about them 
when they try to ship their products in 
and can’t meet the requirements. Then 
we need to call our government to call 
their government,” says Dunkle.

Shifts in policy also apply to packag-
ing. Occasionally, says Dunkle, a coun-
try that has previously required that seed 
certification be adhered to packaging by 
stapling will suddenly require that tags 
be sewn onto packaging, which—again—
results in shipments being held up at the 
border, and the need for government 
intervention. Even among free trade 
nations, technical barriers can throw 
monkey wrenches into the machinery. 

Denise Dewar, executive director 
of plant biotechnology with CropLife 
International, says that one hot-button 
discussion which can be polarizing for 
different nations, and thus cause obstruc-

tions to the seed trade, is the issue of 
farm-saved seed. “Many countries have 
different standards around farm-saved 
seed and that can affect their access to 
high-quality seeds, in the sense of coun-
tries not having favourable intellectual 
property rights,” says Dewar. “A company, 
in order to participate in the flow of seed 
trade, wants to know that their intellec-
tual property will be protected in order 
to do business in a country. If that’s not 
the case, the seed trade will be affected.”

Shipping biotech seed also comes 
with its own issues. “The issue of low 
level presence of biotech events in seed 
shipments is an important global issue 
which needs to be addressed,” says Dewar.  

“The industry is working very hard on get-
ting clear guidance in place so we can 
address those issues and keep the seed 
trade moving.”

Many of these difficulties are actu-
ally due to poor communication within 
countries rather than deliberate obstruc-
tions by importing companies, according 
to Dunkle. When a country’s govern-
ment and industry have strong lines of 
communication some of these problems 
can be alleviated. In the United States, 
for example, “ASTA has worked very 

“When you’re trying 
to get X number of 
countries to work 
together and overcome 
language barriers, it 
takes a lot of energy 
and time and effort, 
but ultimately there’s a 
good payoff.”

—Ric Dunkle

Language differences can be significant barriers to trade.
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hard to create a positive and transparent 
relationship with the government, and 
so we have good lines of communication. 
But in other countries that’s not always 
the case,” says Dunkle. 

In some countries, “there’s a lack of 
trust between government and the indus-
tries they regulate. When the govern-
ment doesn’t understand how an industry 
works and what its problems are and the 
impacts of its regulations, in some cases 
they’re overtly protectionist,” he says.

ASTA is also working hard to 
smooth the lines of communication 
abroad, according to Dunkle, in order to 
better understand particular countries’ 
barriers, whether they are phytosanitary 
or have to do with intellectual property 
protection. But there is more to be done.

Bridging the Divides
As food security becomes an increasing 
concern in some countries, it becomes 
more crucial than ever that the seed 
industry overcomes these barriers. “If you 
agree with the future predictions for cli-
mate change and population growth, get-

“If you agree with the 
future predictions 
for climate change 
and population 
growth, getting 
barriers reduced to 
seed trade will be 
pivotal in order to 
increase agricultural 
production.”

—Denise Dewar

ting barriers reduced to seed trade will be 
pivotal in order to increase agricultural 
production,” says Dewar. 

Differences in national priorities and 
sudden changes to regulations are per-
haps the most obvious barriers to over-
come, but foundational to these problems 
is a failure to communicate. Different 
nations speak disparate languages and 
have different cultural norms, and these 
can create essential problems affecting 
trade. 

Language differences alone are sig-
nifi cant barriers to trade, according to 
Dunkle. “It’s a very arduous [process],” 
he says. “When you’re trying to get X 
number of countries to work together 
and overcome language barriers, it takes 
a lot of energy and time and effort, but 
ultimately there’s a good payoff on the 
other end.”

However, increased and improved 
communication can be a catalyst for solu-
tions if the seed industry approaches the 
table with the end-goal of harmonized 
regulations which are benefi cial for all 
parties. 

“There’s a burden on the seed indus-
try at large to communicate with govern-
ments around the world so we can work 
together to develop standards and regula-
tions that hit the mark—for governments 
to protect countries and for the industry,” 
says Dunkle.

Dewar agrees that the solution lies 
in improved—and regular—communica-
tion. If the seed industry wants harmo-
nized regulations, she says, this “requires 
governments talking to each other 
and working with each other, and also 
explaining their views and their concerns, 
as well as the economic opportunities [at 
stake], and working through the various 
national and international forums to get 
the appropriate standards in place so that 
the industry has predictability.”

Julienne Isaacs
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SUCCESS  
IN A SELLER’S 
MARKET
Astute companies are using corporate social 
responsibility initiatives to attract and engage top 
talent in a tight market. Part two of a three-part series 
on employee recruitment and retention.
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JOSHUA COBB, a PhD student at Cornell University, 
wants to make a difference in the world. And in his chosen 
line of work, he might be able to do just that. As a plant 

breeder, Cobb is one of the precious few ag graduates companies 
are vying to recruit. 

Just months from earning his PhD, Cobb is being courted by 
all the majors. Like other graduates in ag-related fields, he’s a hot 
commodity in a seller’s market. But he hasn’t let it go to his head—
instead, he plans to leverage his position in the talent market to 
forward his own goals for social development.

“To find myself sitting in a position where large multinational 
companies are interested in what I bring to the table is really 
humbling. I look at it as an opportunity to leverage a little bit 
of the difference I want to make in the world,” says Cobb. “It’s 
harder to feel like you can be true to your own sense of social 
responsibility if you’re struggling to get a job in the first place. But 
if you have lots of different people vying to employ you, that gives 
you a little more freedom to concern yourself with how you want 
your career to impact the rest of your life.”

Cobb’s sense of social responsibility intensified after his 
travels in Argentina in 2001, which coincided with a period of 
tremendous political and economic turmoil for that country. 
“The peso crashed overnight … and the government literally 
went through seven presidents in less than seven days. Even 
martial law was instituted in many of the highly populated areas 
to control looting and riots,” Cobb explains. “I knew families who 
were already struggling to make ends meet and suddenly they had 
no money to buy food. One of the most striking scenes for me was 
watching a group of women who were banging empty pots and 
pans on the gates of Wal-Mart saying, ‘Let us in, let us in.’ They 
wanted access to the food locked behind those gates,” he says.

The scene left a deep and lasting impression on Cobb, who 
left the country with a renewed sense of purpose. “Whatever I 
did with my career, I wanted it to mean something,” he says. “I 
wanted it to mean something for people—for the alleviation of 
human suffering.”

Cobb found that purpose in plant breeding. “For me, plant 
breeding was biology made relevant. It was biology that had real 
economic consequences, and that’s what I was looking for.”

Now as Cobb examines his job options, he finds he’s in a 
position to consider more than just a paycheck. 

“I approach my job search at the end of my PhD with a 
tremendous sense of social responsibility. In plant breeding, where 
jobs are plentiful, we don’t have to concern ourselves with salaries 
and compensation packages—those are a given, we know they will 
be good. Now, all of a sudden, our decision-making criteria fall 
upon concerns secondary to our economic needs—for me, part of 
that is social responsibility,” says Cobb.

A tight market for new talent allows graduates like Cobb 
to scrutinize companies’ social policies and responsibilities before 
signing on the dotted line. And they do.

“I look at potential employers, and at some level I consider 
their formalized commitment to society and the environment, 
but I’m mostly looking for a venue that allows me the freedom 
to pursue crop improvement in a way that both meets my 
obligations to my employer, and their obligations to their 
shareholders, but also empowers my own goals of finding science-
based solutions that contribute to the abolition of poverty and 
hunger,” Cobb says.

OCTOBER 2012
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Social License
According to Darren Swanson, the 
International Institute for Sustainable 
Development’s Natural and Social 
Capital Program deputy director and 
Foresight Group program leader, social 
responsibility (also known as corporate 
social responsibility) is an organization’s 
accountability for the impacts of its 
decisions and activities on society and 
the environment through transparent and 
ethical behavior that is consistent with 
sustainable development and the welfare 
of society. 

T h i s  de f i n i t ion  i s  ba sed  on 
the International Organization for 
Standardization’s ISO 26000 standard, 
he says, which provides guidance to both 
business and public sector organizations on 
social responsibility. 

“It takes into account the expectations 
of stakeholders, is in compliance with 
applicable law and consistent with 
international norms of behavior, and is 
integrated throughout the organization,” 
says Swanson. 

“I see social responsibility as an 
organization taking a system’s view—
looking at its economic, social and 

environmental performance. It’s a fairly 
well-accepted understanding there is a 
holistic set of issues that an organization 
should be planning around and reporting 
on to give the shareholder or the taxpayer 
the information they need to know about 

how the organization is performing—
that’s key.”

Companies reporting on their social 
responsibility efforts benefit in many 
ways, says Swanson, such as positioning 
them with a social license to operate, 
increased competitiveness and trust 
from local stakeholders and communities, 
increased ability to deal with complex 
and dynamic situations—and employee 
attraction and retention. 

“My sen se  i s  that  the  new 
generation of employees coming out of 
school are pretty savvy with respect to 
social and environmental issues and are 
attracted to organizations that get the 
big picture—because they see the big 
picture,” says Swanson.  

Companies are looking at social 
responsibi lity in a new light, says 
Jeanne Meister, founding partner of 
Future Workplace and co-author of 
The 2020 Workplace: How Innovative 
Companies Attract, Develop and Keep 
Tomorrow’s Employees Today, because 
a commitment to CSR can attract 
top ta lent.  In the book, Meister 
quotes research conducted by Cone 
Communicat ions  f rom the Cone 

Jeanne Meister is the author of The 2020 
Workplace: How Innovative Companies Attract, 
Develop and Keep Tomorrow’s Employees Today.
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Millennial Cause Study, which indicated 
80 percent of 1,800 13- to 25-year-olds 
want to work for a company that cares 
about how it impacts and contributes 
to society. 

This year, research conducted by 
Future Workplace and reported in Multiple 
Generations @ Work found 69 percent of 
the 1,189 multiple-generation employees 
and 150 managers surveyed want to work 
for an organization whose values match 
their own. “This emphasis on CSR is now 
important beyond the Millennial segment 
of the workforce and is fast becoming 
one of the key levers for attractiveness to 
employees,” says Meister.

A study conducted by Net Impact 
entitled 2020 Workplace: Preparing for 
the Future, and noted in Meister’s blog 
on Forbes.com, indicated 35 percent of 
the workers surveyed would take a 15 
percent pay cut to work for a company 
committed to CSR; 45 percent would take 
that pay cut for a job that makes a social 
or environmental impact and 58 percent 
would take the pay cut to work for an 
organization with values like their own.

However, not only are companies 
using social responsibility as a driver to 
attract and keep the best and the brightest, 
but they are also using CSR as a tool for 
employee engagement.

“If you’re contributing to a cause, 
it impacts your level of engagement to 
your core job function,” says Meister. 
A recent survey by Advanced Micro 
Devices indicates 96 percent of its green 
team members agreed that contributing 
to a cause while at work improved their 
commitment and level of engagement 
to their core job function and to the 
company, notes Meister.

“If you care more about your job, 
you’re going to go the extra mile for your 
customers,” she says. “Companies are 
now focusing on tracking the connection 
between employee engagement and 
customer satisfaction.”

Employees at Bayer CropScience will 
go that extra mile for their customers, and 
in turn, for their employer. According to an 
internet survey on science careers by the 
journal Science, respondents highlighted 
Bayer’s social responsibility agenda—as 
well as high-quality research and employee 
loyalty—as reasons for Bayer’s status as 
one of the world’s top employers, says 
Utz Klages, an external communications 
manager for Bayer CropScience. 

Bayer is heavily invested in its 
commitment to sustainability. One of 
Bayer’s corporate objectives is to achieve 
a balance between economic, social and 
ecological concerns within the context 
of its responsibility for the environment 
and society.

“Social commitment is an established 
part of Bayer CropScience’s sustainability 
strategy and corporate policy. We consider 
ourselves part of society and see our 
commitment as living up to the role of a 
good corporate citizen,” says Klages. 

From food chain partnerships, 
which help growers produce high-quality 
food using the principles of sustainable 
agriculture, to agricultural education, 
numerous dynamic in it iat ives are 
underway at Bayer as part of its social 
responsibility platform.

Keeping it Fresh
For companies doing business today, the generation of annual sustainability 
reports is the norm. These documents can be found on a company’s website, 
often as an attached PDF; however, reporting on sustainability efforts in this 
way is outdated, says Jeanne Meister, founding partner of Future Workplace 
and author of The 2020 Workplace: How Innovative Companies Attract, Develop 
and Keep Tomorrow’s Employees Today. 

Companies wanting to communicate their social responsibility initiatives 
to attract new talent are using social media, such as Twitter and Facebook, 
to engage in conversations with prospective employees about CSR. Some 
companies are even creating their own apps. “Advanced Micro Devices has 
an app for the iPad that details its commitment to CSR,” says Meister. “It’s 
no longer buried in a 400-page PDF on the website. Companies are now 
communicating in the broadest way possible—on the iTunes store as an app.”

Another growing trend is for companies to use crowdsourcing to reach out to their 
employees to offer suggestions for new or updated social responsibility initiatives. 
“Crowdsourcing is being used as a tool to get more feedback from employees as 
to what other CSR efforts they can be working on,” says Meister. 

“We view the promotion of worthy 
causes, such as agricultural education, as 
a long-term investment in society’s future 
viability, and as a contribution to a positive 
business environment propelling farming’s 
future,” says Klages. “In many parts of 
the world, we also promote educational 
opportunities for the next generation 
focused on agricultural science and raising 
awareness of the judicious use of natural 
resources such as land, soil and water.”

International Draw
Some companies are offering placements 
in countries with emerging markets—
such as Brazil, Russia, India and China—
as part of their recruitment packages to 
attract socially-minded talent. These 
programs, such as IBM’s Corporate Service 
Corps, offer participants life-changing 
experiences, building ‘global citizenship 
skills,’ while allowing the company to 
meet its own fi nancial and social interests, 
illustrating a growing trend of companies 
making CSR strategic to its objectives.

“A number of companies that have 
created initiatives under the rubric of 
CSR are managed by the organization’s 
foundat ion to both bui ld globa l 
citizenship and make it strategic so it’s 
actually using an employee’s skills in one 
of the countries around the world that 
the company has designated high growth 
within the next decade and aligning it to 
the recruiting objective.

Future plant breeder Joshua Cobb is attracted to 
international assignments. 
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“It’s a very big trend that companies are getting strategic 
around CSR. They’re saying, ‘If we’re going to devote resources 
and time, we want these aligned with our corporate priorities and 
use them as a driver to recruit and engage top talent,” says Meister.

For Cobb, an international placement may be the clincher 
to securing his talents. “It is really important to me to serve the 
component of the global population that I feel could really stand 
to benefi t from high-yielding varieties and improved agricultural 
technology. That’s why, when I talk to prospective employers, the 
fi rst thing I ask about is an international assignment.” 

One company has already approached Cobb about working 
with a rice breeding operation in India. “I’m excited because if 
you look at India and you consider rice productivity, rice yields 
are about one-third of what they are in China. There’s a lot of 
progress to be made.

“I look at it as an opportunity where I can serve a company 
and their fi nancial interests but do it in a way that’s parallel to 
the development interests of a growing population that struggles 
to feed itself. It’s a unique opportunity—it’s rare for the fi nancial 
interests of a multinational organization to be in line with the goals 
of poverty alleviation and development,” says Cobb.

And once a company has successfully attracted top talent like 
Cobb, social responsibility initiatives may help to keep him. “I’m 
attracted to, and more likely to stay with, a company that works to 
connect its employees in collaborative networks that expand my 
own thinking—that nurture synergistic ideas. The bottom line 
for me is I want to work with an organization where I can build a 
career that supports, rather than competes, with my own sense of 
social responsibility and civic duty,” he says. Kari Belanger

The benefits of developing a sustainability report for 
your company are many, says Darren Swanson, the 
International Institute for Sustainable Development’s 
Natural and Social Capital Program deputy director 
and Foresight Group program leader. “The benefits will 
show up in your competitiveness and your ability to 
have the trust of local stakeholders in your community. 
It comes operationally—if you don’t have a reporting 
system in place that looks across those social, economic 
and environmental issues, you’re ill-positioned to deal 
with very complex and dynamic situations.

“The other main element is getting a social license to 
operate, or in other words, the general acceptance 
of local stakeholders. If you’re not seen as having 
your finger on the breadth of issues then you are 
disadvantaged if someone else in your sector does,” 
says Swanson.

For guidance on how businesses and organizations 
can operate in a socially responsible way, visit 
www.iso.org. The ISO 26000:2010 international 
standard helps clarify what social responsibility 
is, aiding businesses and organizations translate 
principles into effective actions, and sharing best 
practices relating to social responsibility.

At www.globalreporting.org, guidance, support and 
resources to start sustainability reporting is available. 
GRI provides companies and organizations with a 
comprehensive sustainability reporting framework.
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IMAGINE FLYING over miles and miles of New Mexico’s 
brown and red soils at nearly 200 miles per hour, looking at 

shades of yellow, green, purple, maroon and blue grasses below.
That’s exactly where Blake Curtis of Curtis & Curtis Inc. 

prefers to spend his time, and is a critical component of the 
family’s native seed business. 

“When I spot a native species that’s ready to be harvested, I 
find the nearest airport to land at and try to figure out who owns 
the land,” Curtis says. “Then I obtain a vehicle any way I can 
and go knock on the door and try to work out a deal with the 
landowner. More often than not we can work something out, and 
in a matter of days we bring in our harvesting equipment and are 
moving seed back to the warehouse for conditioning and cleaning.”

HIGH FLIER
When bringing seed to market, 
one native seed retailer gives new 
meaning to the 10,000-foot view.

Curtis loves the thrill of finding a unique native seed, but 
he admits marketing it can be a real gamble. “You never know 
whether it’s going to be a poke in the eye or a real market,” says 
the fourth-generation New Mexican. “I’ve learned many lessons 
from the school of hard knocks. You can’t learn what subtle shade 
changes to look for or how to cut a deal with a landowner in the 
classroom—it takes years and years of experience.”

When selecting native seed, Curtis has to know how to read 
color, texture, environmental conditions and weather trends. He 
relies a great deal on local contacts and farmers for knowing the 
conditions in different regions.

According to Curtis, some of the seed in his warehouse is 
worth only a few dollars a pound while other varieties are worth 
$65 to 70 per pound.

“Our specialty has always been having a unique blend 
of seeds on hand to help people reclaim or rehabilitate land,” 
Curtis explains. “We pride ourselves on identifying a market 
and matching a product to meet needs. If we don’t produce it, 
we know where to find it.”

Most of the time, the company sells perennial seed, Curtis 
explains, which means that every time they make a sale they 
have to locate a new customer.

Located in Clovis, N.M., CCI has 18 employees and was 
established in 1956. The company markets seed to many parts 
of the world. Curtis and his brother, Tye, run the operation. 
The two brothers grew up competing first with farm chores, 
and then in sports. Now, with desks positioned side by side, they 
have friendly trading competitions. “When we were in different 
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offices and selling product, sometimes we would sell the same 
seed twice, and at the end of the day realized we needed to find 
product to supply our customers,” Curtis says.

While CCI’s focus is native seed species and legumes, the 
brothers also provide seed for local golf courses, parks, home 
lawns and industrial sites. Staples include Blue Grama, Side Oats 
Grama, Dropseed (Sand) and Buffalograss. Additionally, they 
provide a full line of sorghum products for the wholesale and 
retail market with an emphasis on forage sorghum, which are 
high-producing, drought-resistant and insect-tolerant varieties. 

Strong Leadership
Curtis’ father worked for the Miller Seed Company, for which 
he traveled a great deal. He didn’t hesitate to pack the kids 
along, which exposed the Curtis brothers to many different 
aspects of business and other cultures. “My father never told 
me I had a bad idea, but instead told me I should think about it 
more or go research one of the components,” notes Curtis. “He 
challenged me to think through things and discover solutions 
when something wasn’t working. I owe a lot of my leadership 
style and success to him.”

Curtis also credits his employees with the business’ success. 
“We’re largely successful because of the people we have working 
for us,” Curtis says. “There’s a great work ethic in the region and 
we’ve got good people.”

Curtis says he works hard to instill a passion in what CCI 
employees are doing, whether that is working with customers 

or the environment. “We’re very goal-oriented and give lots of 
latitude for individuals to learn about the industry, move forward 
and learn the ins and outs of trading,” he explains. “We hope 
they bring this knowledge back to business, which allows us to 
continue to supply our growing customer base.”

 Not only is Curtis a strong leader for CCI, but as the 
chairman of the American Seed Trade Association he oversees 
state, national and international policy as it relates to the seed 
industry and works to bring members together on specific issues.

Blake Curtis loves the thrill of finding unique native seed; however, marketing 
it can be a gamble, he says.
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 “I could hardly wrap my mind around the breadth 
and diversity of issues that ASTA manages,” Curtis says. “I 
understood the diversity of seed, but not the issues of producing 
in the United States or selling seed around the world—issues I 
had never dreamed of, including intellectual property, genetic 
transfers, technology transfer and GM versus organic. The 
passion that fuels these discussions continues to amaze me.”

As he begins his role as ASTA’s chairman, steering the 
industry forward through the next year, there are many 
individuals Curtis can turn to for information. From alfalfa to 
zucchini, organic to biotech crops, leaders of this diverse group 
represent all sectors of the industry, and meet regularly to discuss 
issues such as patent expiration, intellectual property rights, and 
labeling and testing that needs attention.

Curtis has been working closely with the former chairman, 
Mike Gumina of Pioneer Hi-Bred, in finalizing and implementing 
ASTA’s new strategic plan, which will have measurable metrics 
for the organization.

A famous quote Curtis often refers to is, “If you don’t know 
where you’re going, any road will take you there.”

And if the road doesn’t exist yet, you can always take to the 
skies and chart your own course.

Editor’s Note: Julie Douglas is the director of communications for 
the American Seed Trade Association.

NATIVE NUGGETS
Blue Grama (Bouteloua gracilis) is a long-lived, warm season 
grass found throughout the southwest and the Western 
Great Plains. It is densely tufted and grows from six to 24 
inches with gray-green, basal leaves. Thriving in medium- to 
fine-textured soils, it forms in bunches, but can be sod-
like at higher elevations or when closely grazed. It’s highly 
palatable and considered a choice forage for all classes of 
livestock. A pound of Blue Grama is about 712,000 seeds.

Buffalograss (Buchloe dactyloides) is a native, warm season, 
sod-forming, short grass of the Great Plains. It spreads by 
surface runners or stolons and is best suited for medium- to 
fine-textured soils. Considered a special purpose grass for 
seeding waterways and depleted clay upland sites where 
erosion is paramount, it’s usually found in low, marshy 
areas and depressions. The seed is often sold in the form 
of burs, which are easily handled and drilled. A pound of 
Buffalograss is about 40,000 burs or about 275,000 seeds.

Sand Dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus) is a widely-
distributed bunchgrass common on sandy sites throughout 
the West. Though its palatability is low, it provides fair 
winter forage. Sand Dropseed is a prolific seed producer and 
increases on depleted ranges and on wastelands. A pound of 
Sand Dropseed is about 5,600,000 seeds.

Side Oats Grama (Bouteloua Curtipendula) is also a long-
lived, warm season grass. Primarily found east of the Rocky 
Mountains, its height ranges from 12 to 36 inches and stands 
erect from dense tufts or sod patches. Side Oats are adapted 
to a wide range of soil and climatic conditions, but prefer 
a medium- or course-textured soil. On shallow calcareous 
soils, it may become the dominant species. A pound of Side 
Oats is about 143,000 seeds.

“You never know whether it’s going to be a 
poke in the eye or a real market … I’ve learned 
many lessons from the school of hard knocks.”

—Blake Curtis
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MORE ACRES, 
MORE INSIGHT

TODAY ’S FARMERS  a re 
growing, and that means that 
their relationships with seed 

suppliers have changed significantly. 
Scott Downey, assistant professor in the 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
at Purdue University, has tips for seed 
companies to better serve the needs of 
today’s large commercial producers.

Downey says that today’s large-scale 
growers are much more focused on what 
they can accomplish in their businesses. 
While trust will always be important when 
making seed decisions, growers are focused 

One expert offers 
tips to improve 
communication about 
value to large-scale 
farmers focused on 
achieving business 
goals and growth.

on desired outputs and business effi ciency, 
and their relationships with seed dealers 
are less about history and tradition than 
they used to be. 

Because of this focus on goals and 
growth, Downey says that salespeople need 
to be able to identify the broader impacts 
of their products on farmers’ businesses 
and relate value to where farmers are 
trying to go in their businesses.

“Communicating the value of the 
product no longer just means saying, ‘This 
seed gives the plant resistance to X or the 
productivity of Y,’” Downey says. “It also 

Trust will always be important when making seed decisions.
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means telling the farmer how the product 
can help him accomplish certain goals in 
his business.”

To improve communications about 
value with farmers, Downey suggests 
that companies should fi rst think about 
the needs and capabilities of the farmer 
segments they’re trying to reach. “Although 
the size of the operation may not always 
be the best way to segment, we have to 
understand that a grower with 3,000 acres 
behaves differently than a grower with 
30,000 acres,” he says.

Understanding the behaviors of the 
growers they are trying to reach will help 
seed companies understand the kind of 
business activities their companies can 
connect with. For example, says Downey, 
the farm business has to fi nd and acquire 
land, which may mean renting land. 
Renting land may result in a higher degree 
of variation with respect to how water is 
managed in a particular fi eld. The grower 
will not make the fi nancial investment in 
tiling the rented fi eld, so the fi eld might 
have standing water in some places. 
Knowledge of this sort is an opportunity 
for a seed company to market a seed that 
does well in a fi eld with poor drainage, says 
Downey. But the benefi t to the farmer is 

not seed performance—it’s the ability of 
the farmer to grow his business.

A seed salesperson needs to be savvy 
enough to relate the value in a different 
way. “The key here is attaching value 
propositions not to the product, but to 
the customer,” says Downey. “That’s a 
real difference in mindset, because seed 
companies are used to saying, ‘We have 
created product X, and product X does 
Y.’ That’s a statement which relates the 
benefi ts to the product. But now, we need 
to relate the benefi ts to the customer.”

According to Downey, that means 
helping a sales force understand what that 
message will be in different applications. 
“They can’t just have a catalog of seeds 
and traits—they also need a catalog of 
customers, and the ability to say, ‘Here’s 

how these seeds and traits might relate to 
these types of customers.’”

“As marketers, we haven’t done 
a great job of communicating in that 
way,” Downey says. “We tend to allow 
the product to stand on its own and say 
that the product has inherent benefi ts to 
it. But that’s not true—the product has 
no benefi ts until it goes into that farmer’s 
ground. And so benefi ts can only come in 
coordination with the buyer. We call that 
co-creating value. We’re making the jump 
to a more effective way for marketers to 
communicate.” Kristyn Kapetanovic

Editor’s Note: Kristyn Kapetanovic is the 
marketing assistant at the Center for Food and 
Agricultural Business at Purdue University. She 
can be reached at kristyn@purdue.edu.

To learn more about “making the jump” in your 
marketing to farmers, consider attending the ASTA 
Management Academy. To learn more, visit http://
www.agecon.purdue.edu/cab/programs/asta. 

“THE KEY HERE IS ATTACHING 
VALUE PROPOSITIONS NOT TO 

THE PRODUCT, BUT TO THE 
CUSTOMER.”
 — Scott Downey
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1915
The Economic Importance of Good Planting Seed
No careful observer of plants needs to be told that even in 

the purest varieties there is considerable variation of type 

and character as well as fruitage of different plants, and it 

does not require argument to convince anyone that they will 

get better results by selecting the seed of plants with ideal 

qualities than by taking the general unselected seed from 

any fi eld. The agriculturalist has only to select the seed of a 

number of individuals, plant each in a separate numbered 

row the following year and observe the great variation in yield 

and character of the different rows to immediately convince 

himself of the tremendous value of plant-to-row breeding.

Farming Along the Lower Mississippi
At fi rst glance many of my fellow seedsmen, especially those 

in the North, will think that this is a subject in which they 

have no interest. True, a few years ago this subject would have 

been but little interest to seedsmen in any section. But times 

have changed and much credit for this change must be given 

to the “pesky” little boll-weevil.

The large plantations about which so much has been said 

and written are fast being divided up and sold off to thrifty 

farmers who are tilling the soil themselves. Before the advent 

of the boll-weevil some six or seven years ago, one might 

ride for miles and miles along the lower Mississippi with a 

continuous fi eld of cotton on either side, save for a break now 

and then where a few acres of corn or perhaps where a patch 

of sweet potatoes and peanuts might be planted.

Since 1915
The fi rst issue of Seed World was published in 1915. Read on for a Seed World was published in 1915. Read on for a Seed World
timeline of interesting news and events that were printed in the 
magazine throughout its long history.
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For one who had been through this section before the boll-

weevil to go through it now would hardly realize they were 

in the same country. Instead of continuous cotton fi elds 

he would fi nd large acreage of corn, wheat and oat stubble 

planted in cowpeas, large meadows of alfalfa, red, crimson 

and alsike clover.

1940
More Than Half Middle West Corn Acreage 
Planted to Hybrids
Corn Belt farmers are growing 25,000,000 acres of hybrid 

corn this year, the Agricultural Marketing Service, U.S. 

Department of Agriculture, reported on September 9. With 

total corn plantings in the 12 North Central states estimated 

at 49,544,000 acres, more than half is planted to hybrids. 

The spectacular increase in the acreage of hybrids 

throughout the Corn Belt has been one of the most signifi cant 

agricultural developments of recent years, the report 

emphasizes. From a mere beginning in 1936, hybrid corn 

acreage had expanded by 1938 to 12,000,000 acres, and 

by 1939 to 21,000,000 acres. The 25,000,000 acres under 

cultivation in the Corn Belt this year refl ects the continued 

shift to hybrid varieties that has been limited only by the 

supply of adapted seed.

One of the Most Interesting Meetings in History 
Staged by the Iowa Seed Dealers Association
While the attendance at the meeting of the Iowa Seed Dealers 

Association held at the Savery Hotel, in Des Moines, on 

September 10, was not as great as expected, it was generally 

conceded that this was the most interesting gathering staged 

by the organization in years. Many of the important problems 

with which seed dealers are confronted at this time were 

discussed in a most thorough manner, and especially the 

Wage and Hour Law. 

The meeting was interrupted for luncheon, and at this time 

George Froelich, of Agricultural Laboratories Inc., Columbus, 

Ohio, distributed cigars, much to the enjoyment of all.

1965
Getting the Most Out of Legume Inoculation
Just a few years back legume inoculation was a very simple 

operation done by the farmer in a tub or wagon body just 

before planting his seed. 

The role of the seedsman 

was merely to supply the 

inoculant along with 

the seed. But the past 

10 years have brought 

about revolutionary 

changes in methods of 

inoculating and in forms 

of inoculant. For the most 

part, these changes have 

been brought about by the 

desire of the farmer to buy 

his legume seed already 

inoculated. The seedsman 

is no longer simply a 

supplier of inoculant; he 

is either the inoculator 

or the custodian of 

inoculated seed.

Inoculated legume plants 

are vigorous, have a deep 

green color, and are rich 

in protein. All of this is 

brought about by the 

bacteria which produce 

the nodules or nitrogen 

factories on the roots.

Farm Seed Conference Will Center on 
Future of Forages
This year the Farm Seed Division of the American Seed Trade 

Association will hold the “lucky eleventh” in its series of 

Farm Seed Conferences. The theme of the “lucky eleventh” 

Farm Seed Conference is “Vision.” And while the dictionary 

gives a wide scope to the defi nition of “vision” from “the 

sense of sight” to the “mental image of our dreams” such as 

“a vision in red” or whatever our favorite color may be, we 

rather imagine that the vision which will be presented by the 

speakers at the Farm Seed Conference as to the future trends 

in forage seeds and agriculture will be of the earthy rather 

than the romantic kind and will be based upon trends which 

may or may not be apparent without considerable study but 

which, if ferreted out, can offer a valuable guideline as to 

what lies ahead.

The group in attendance at the meeting of the Iowa Seed Dealers.

In the greenhouse-like chamber (center) 
called the plant growth room, in the 
laboratory (top), and in-the-fi eld trials 
(bottom) a continuous progression 
of research, test and re-test in orderly 
fashion is carried on to determine 
nitrogen fi xing abilities of the 
rhizobia strains.
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Eight new varieties entered in the 2011 National Turf Evaluation Program
to be commercially available starting harvest of 2012

Type EU eligible Available from:
Kentucky Bluegrass Varieties

Yankee 
Columbia Seeds – www.columbiaseeds.com 
Mountain View Seeds – www.mtviewseeds.com

Rubicon 
Columbia Seeds – www.columbiaseeds.com (CAN & US)
Feldsaaten Freudenberger – www.freudenberger.net (All of Europe)

Arrowhead  Exclusively from Mountain View Seeds – www.mtviewseeds.com

Blue Sapphire 
Columbia Seeds – www.columbiaseeds.com
Beijing Rytway Ecotechnology Co. Ltd. – www.rytway.com.cn 
(CAN)

Aviator  Columbia Seeds – www.columbiaseeds.com

Corsair
Check with Columbia River Seed for a source near you
Beijing Rytway Ecotechnology Co. Ltd. – www.rytway.com.cn 
(CAN)

Marauder  Check with Columbia River Seed for a source near you

BlackJack Check with Columbia River Seed for a source near you
Beijing Clover Seed & Turf Co. – www.bjclover.com (CAN)

Cadet  Check with Columbia River Seed for a source near you

Hard Fescue Variety

Sword *Eligibility in    
process Available Harvest 2012
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COMPARING THE DROUGHTS 

OF 1988 AND 2012

“The pattern of dryness in 

Illinois was very different in the 

two years, with southern Illinois 

relatively better than northern 

Illinois in 1988,” says Emerson 

Nafziger, a professor of crop 

sciences at the University of 

Illinois. “In 2012, dryness was 

more evenly distributed, which 

led to a closer corre lation 

between soil water-holding 

capacity and yields.” To look 

at how much yield was lost to 

drought each year, Nafziger 

projected trend line yields for 

each of the drought years based 

on yields over the 30 previous 

years. The expected yield (trend 

line) for 1988 was 129 bushels 

per acre, and the actual yield 

that year was 73, so the loss was 

56 bushels per acre. In 2012, the 

expected yield was 173 bushels 

per acre, and the estimated yield 

is 116, so the projected loss is 57 

bushels per acre, says Nafziger.

GE SWEET CORN OKAYED BY 

WALMART

“Af te r  c l ose ly  l o o k in g  a t 

both sides of the debate and 

collaborating with a number of 

respected food safety experts, 

we see no scientifically-validated 

safety reasons to implement 

restrictions on this product,” 

said Wal-Mart Stores Inc. to the 

Chicago Tribune after deciding 

it has no objection to selling 

genetically engineered sweet 

corn from Monsanto Company in 

its stores. 

SURVEY SAYS

Bayer CropScience recently 

surveyed farmers at the Farm 

Progress Show and the results 

provide valuable insight into what 

is on the mind of today’s seed 

buyer. No surprise, 73 percent 

of  respondents to Bayer ’s 

dai ly survey noted cl imate 

and weather problems as the 

biggest challenge experienced 

on their farms this year. Weed 

resistance ranked second in 

terms of challenges, with 18 

percent of growers reporting it to 

be of significant concern on their 

farms.  Disease prevention (four 

percent), finances (three percent) 

and people resources (two 

percent) rounded out the biggest 

challenges survey participants 

faced this year. Growers don’t 

seem to expect this season’s 

weather issues to fade either, with 

26 percent of farmers surveyed 

saying that climate change is the 

biggest challenge to the future of 

farming. Population growth and 

food supply were also cited as 

leading concerns, with 37 percent 

of growers surveyed ranking 

them as the biggest challenges 

to farming’s future. A talent 

gap (16 percent), energy and 

renewable fuels (11 percent), and 

consumers’ negative perception 

of the technology needed to 

feed a hungry world (11 percent) 

were also cited as major future 

challenges by growers.

In addition, growers were also 

surveyed on what one thing they 

wished young people or non-ag 

people knew about the business 

of farming:

•  36 percent said, “Farming isn’t 

easy or lucrative; it’s about love 

for the land, animals and family 

legacy.” 

•  28 percent said, “A lot goes into 

maintaining a successful farm—

management, distribution, 

p ro c e s s i n g ,  a c c o u n t i n g , 

construction, marketing and 

hard work.” 

•  16 percent sa id ,  “Modern 

agr icu l tu re  has  changed 

considerably in the past 50 

years due to technology and 

population growth.” 

•  11 percent said, “Just because 

produce isn’t at a farmers 

market doesn’t mean it didn’t 

come from a family farm (98 

percent of all farms are family 

owned).” 

•  9 percent said, “Farmers receive 

training to use chemicals safely 

and responsibly to grow food 

safely.” 

WE SEE NO SCIENTIFICALLY-VALIDATED SAFETY REASONS TO IMPLEMENT RESTRICTIONS 

ON THIS PRODUCT

“FARMING ISN’T EASY 

OR LUCRATIVE; IT’S 

ABOUT LOVE FOR THE 

LAND, ANIMALS AND 

FAMILY LEGACY.” 



A featured segment designed to share business-
critical information to seed-selling professionals. Visit 
SeedWorld.com to download this department and 
other tools to help you sell seed to farmers.

Confi rming Seed Orders

Mark Edge, Monsanto’s DroughtGard 
Hybrids lead, says retailers must be 
realistic and knowledgeable about 
what a product can deliver. “You are 
talking about interactions among a 
very complex set of factors in the 
environment, so you need to be careful 
about what you promise or claim a 
[product] can do,” he says. “It comes 
down to helping farmers manage their 
risks. As a dealer you need to know 
your local conditions and soil types as 
well as how your base genetics work 
in that environment, and what the best 
placement of those hybrids is.”

• PRODUCT POSITIONING is a 
crucial ingredient for success. Drought-
tolerant products help recover potentially 
lost yields during drought stress as well 
as increase yields under normal moisture 
conditions. “Under the kinds of drought 
we had this year, rather than 100 bushels 
per acre the farmer would have harvested 
110 to 120 bushels,” says Wulfkuhle. “It’s 
still a big positive, but if not positioned 

DROUGHT TOLERANCE 
IS A HOT TOPIC. AND NO 
WONDER AFTER THIS 
YEAR’S DROUGHT IN 
THE U.S. MIDWEST—IN 
SOME AREAS THE WORST 
SINCE THE 1930s, AND IN 
OTHERS, PERHAPS EVER. 
DROUGHT-TOLERANT SEED 
IS GOING TO BE A VERY 
EASY SELL NEXT SEASON; 
HOWEVER, OVERLOOKING 
THE FOLLOWING POINTS 
COULD HAVE RETAILERS 
SCRAMBLING TO ANSWER 
SOME TOUGH QUESTIONS 
IN 2013 FROM THEIR 
CUSTOMERS.

• DROUGHT TOLERANT DOES NOT 
MEAN DROUGHT RESISTANT, says 
Ron Wulfkuhle, head of GreenLeaf at 
Syngenta. Over the years, the industry 
has developed effective insect- and 
herbicide-resistant traits. Farmers and 
seed retailers have come to expect 
effi cacious insect- and herbicide-
resistant traits in seed. However, the 
term resistant should not be attached to 
drought-tolerant traits, says Wulfkuhle, 
because plants with drought traits are 
not resistant to drought—these traits 
help plants increase water-use effi ciency 
at times of moisture stress. “Clearly 
communicating this distinction to 
farmers may help retailers avoid grower 
misunderstandings down the road,” says 
Wulfkuhle.

“A corn plant is still a corn plant, it’s not 
a cactus,” says Josh St. Peters, DuPont 
Pioneer corn marketing manager. There 
is no silver bullet on the marketplace, 
he says, that allows producers to grow 
a suffi cient corn crop in waterless 
conditions. “We’ve got to help growers 
understand [drought-tolerant traits] are a 
good fi rst step in mitigating drought and 
dealing with water-limited conditions,” 
he says.

STRATEGY
A featured segment designed to share business-
critical information to seed-selling professionals. 
Visit SeedWorld.com to download this 
department and other tools to help you sell seed 
to farmers.

A featured segment designed to share business-
critical information to seed-selling professionals. Visit 

 to download this department and 
other tools to help you sell seed to farmers.
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Before taking your next order for 
drought-tolerant corn, consider:

DROUGHT TOLERANCE

Product
Positioning
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correctly, I think the seed company is 
going to have some tough questions from 
their customers.”

There’s going to be a huge appetite for 
these products; however, it’s important 
not to oversell them, Wulfkuhle says. 
He recommends retailers spend time 
with their customers setting appropriate 
expectations before taking orders. In 
addition, PRICE POINTS should be 
considered carefully. “These traits 
absolutely bring additional value to the 
farmer. I hope that retailers consider the 
question, ‘If I can preserve 15 percent 
of the grower’s yield, what amount of 
that value can I participate in as the seed 
retailer or the seed company?” says 
Wulfkuhle. 

• THE UNDERLYING GENETICS of 
the seed is still one of the key drivers of 
product performance. The right genetics 
must be partnered with the right farmer in 
the right fi eld, or the traits will not live up 
to their reputations or the expectations of 
the grower. 

“The very astute independent 
companies never lose sight of the fact 
that the base genetics are a huge part of 
the yield component,” says Wulfkuhle. 
“The traits help—they preserve yield—
but the amount of yield generated is 
really based on the underlying genetics.”

Although farmers may be thirsty for 
drought-tolerant traits next season, 
Wulfkuhle is concerned grower demand 
may tempt retailers to sell products 
outside of their areas of adaptation. 
Growers may be desperate to avoid 
the devastation of 2012 and may 
demand the wrong genetics for their 
geographical areas, he says. Retailers 
should ensure the right genetics are 
planted in the right fi elds.

A right product, right acre approach 
allows retailers to help growers assess 
each fi eld and determine the best fi t 
when water availability is an issue, says 
St. Peters.

• A HOLISTIC APPROACH is 
required for increased water-use 
effi ciency. “It’s not about selling a bag of 
seed so much as it is helping the farmer 
to understand how to manage his water 
more effi ciently. You have to consider the 
whole system,” says Edge. From tillage 
and weed control practices to planting 
rates and soil moisture content, there 
are many agronomic factors involved 
in water-use effi ciency. “It’s a change 
of focus from just maximizing yield to 
managing to get the most yield out of the 
water that you have,” says Edge.

“Drought is a really complex issue 
affecting many different parts of a corn 
plant,” says St. Peters. “Depending 
upon the timing of the drought and 
the environment, you can see the 
impact in many different ways.” 
Consideration of agronomic practices, 
such as seed population, planting 
depth, tillage practices and nutrient 
management allows drought-tolerant 
traits to perform better under drought 
conditions, he says.

Product
Positioning

a holistic 
approach ...

AS A DEALER YOU NEED TO KNOW YOUR LOCAL CONDITIONS AND SOIL TYPES AS WELL AS 
HOW YOUR BASE GENETICS WORK IN THAT ENVIRONMENT, AND WHAT THE BEST PLACEMENT 
OF THOSE HYBRIDS IS.
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SYNGENTA’S AGRISURE 
ARTESIAN TECHNOLOGY
• Hybrids with Agrisure Artesian 
delivered up to 15 
percent higher yields 
on moisture-stressed 
acres, including 
rainfed production 
and farms with 
limited irrigation, and 
maximized yield under ideal conditions.

• Greater yield stability in years of 
inconsistent rainfall or in fi elds with 
variable soil types and/or variable water-
holding capabilities.

• A higher percentage of available water 
converted into grain.

• Season-long drought protection—
Gene Blueprinting technology uses 
scientifi cally-targeted genes that provide 
multiple modes of action to impact all 
stages of plant development.

DUPONT PIONEER’S OPTIMUM 
AQUAMAX HYBRIDS
• Optimum AQUAmax hybrids delivered 
on average a seven percent yield 
advantage over commercially available 
hybrids under water-limited conditions 
in 2011.

• Hybrids delivered a 3.5 percent 
average yield advantage under normal 
growing conditions over grower-selected 
checks.

• Broad product 
line-up of more than 
25 unique hybrids 
available across 
a wide range of 
maturities for the 2012 growing season.

• Optimum AQUAmax hybrids 
developed using Pioneer’s Accelerated 
Yield Technology system.

• Hybrid capabilities are developed 
through native traits.

MONSANTO’S DROUGHTGARD 
HYBRIDS
• DroughtGard hybrids will have a 
stewarded commercial introduction in 
2013 in the Western Great Plains and 
are the fi rst biotech drought solutions.

• The DroughtGard hybrids system 
combines germplasm selected for its 
drought-tolerant characteristics, the 
drought-tolerant biotechnology trait and 
agronomic recommendations.

• Aimed to benefi t farmers in the 
Western Great Plains on dryland acres 
where average yield 
ranges from 70 to 130 
bushels per acre.

• The technology 
is designed to 
enhance yield 
stability when water is limited and 
performs comparably to existing seed 
technologies with suffi cient water 
moisture.

Drought-tolerant products for 2013

15%

70to
130

25
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The SeedSeller Training Journal is the only monthly publication 
dedicated to selling seed. Used by companies, retailers and 
cooperatives across the world to help train their entire sales forces, 
SeedSeller Training Journal will help keep you and your team 
focused, motivated and ready to sell each and every month.

Make sure all members of your sales teams have their 
own subscriptions by signing them up today!

• Only $110 per year for 8 issues (within the U.S.)  
• $125 per year for 8 issues (outside the U.S.)
• Team subscriptions available

SeedSeller Training Journal is the most  
cost-effective training tool available. 

Subscribe today, 
sell more today!

SeedSeller Training Journal

Subscribe today!
SeedSellerJournal.com
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An in-depth 
overview on 
the global 
seed industry. 
From fl ood-resistant 
rice in the Philippines 
to a new research hub 
in the DRC.

world
STATUS

A look at seed industry developments around the globe.

STATUS
PHILIPPINES
DESPITE DREADFUL
fl ooding around Manila and 
other major rice-growing 
regions in the Philippines 
this summer, there is hope 
for growers in the region in 
the form of fl ood-resistant 
Submarino rice varieties.

Bred by the International Rice 
Research Institute, varieties in 
this category can survive being 
under water for two weeks if 
fl oods occur before fl owering. 
According to the IRRI, the 
latest Submarino variety, 
Submarino1 (NSIC RC194) 
was released in the Philippines 
in 2009, joining Sacobia 
(PSB RC68), released in 
1997. Submarino1 has been 
disseminated and promoted by 
the Philippine Department of 
Agriculture and the Philippine 
Rice Research Institute.

According to the IRRI, 
Submarino varieties (or 
Scuba varieties, as they 
are sometimes referred to 
internationally) work because 
they contain a gene called 
sub1, which allows it to 
conserve energy and remain 
in a dormant state until 
fl oodwaters recede.

Submarino varieties have been 
widely adopted by Philippine 
growers, and this improves 
their odds of weathering the 

summer’s storms, according 
to V. Bruce J. Tolentino, 
IRRI deputy director general 
for communications and 
partnerships. “By planting 
Submarino rice, farmers 
have a fi ghting chance to 
outlast most rains and fl oods 
that unfortunately beset the 
country,” said Tolentino.

IRRI’s scuba rice has also 
been introduced to India and 
Bangladesh. Submarino is a 
localized variety in the Philip-
pines; in India, the sub1 gene 
has been added into their own 
local variety called Swarna 
and is called Swarna-sub1. 
Samba Mahsuri is another 
Indian variety with the sub1 
gene. Certain varieties in Ban-
gladesh also contain the gene.

STATUSCHINA
ACCORDING TO
researchers at Fudan 
University and the Fujian 
Academy of Agricultural 
Sciences, the spread of genes 
from cultivated genetically 
engineered crops into nearby 
wild species is inevitable but 
may not happen as quickly as 
expected.

In their study, the researchers 
crossed a rice strain that had 
been genetically engineered to 
carry an insect-resistant gene 
with a wild rice variety. Four 
generations later, they tested 

the “offspring” in test plots 
in Fuzhou, in Fujian Province, 
China, comparing survival 
rates of progeny containing 
the insect-resistant transgene 
against those without the 
transgene. They also compared 
the original wild rice plant’s 
survival rates under high and 
low insect pest conditions.

In their study published in 
July, entitled “Limited Fitness 
Advantages of Crop-Weed 
Hybrid Progeny Containing 
Insect-Resistant Transgenes 
(Bt/ CpTI) in Transgenic Rice 
Field,” the researchers write, 
“given that the extensive 
cultivation of an insect-
resistant GE crop will ultimately 
reduce the target insect 
pressure, the rapid spread of 
insect-resistance transgenes 
in weedy populations in 
commercial GE crop fi elds may 
be not likely to happen.”

Despite their fi ndings, Xue 
Dayuan, chief biodiversity 
scientist at the College of Life 
and Environmental Sciences at 
the Minzu University of China, 
told SciDev.Net that the fi eld 
tests were limited in what 
they can show. “It’s totally 
different with the open fi eld. 
Under the different climate 
and ecological environments, 
the risk from the potential 
transgene fl ow or transgene 
pollution may be more likely 
to happen,” Xue was quoted 

Farm King has been a leader in grain 
handling for decades and is proud to introduce 
a proven line of on-farm seed handling and 
storage solutions for the seed industry.
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as saying in the SciDev.Net 
article.

STATUSDRC
THE INTERNATIONAL 
Institute of Tropical Agriculture 
has inaugurated its Central 
African hub with the 
commissioning of a building 
in Kinshasa that will cover the 
west provinces and an offi ce in 
Bukavu, in South-Kivu, that will 
serve the entire Great Lakes 
subregion of the Democratic 
Republic of Congo. According 
to the IITA, the hub concept 
aims to accelerate the 
institute’s response to the 
different opportunities and 
threats to food security in sub-
Saharan Africa.

In a press release, the IITA’s 
director general, Nteranya 
Sanginga, said the decision 
to locate the hub in the DRC 
“is important because of the 
country’s agricultural potential, 
which serves as a focal point 
for research for countries 
of the Central African 
region.” Sanginga sees the 
inauguration of the building 
in Kinshasa as part of the 
institute’s strategy for effi cient 
delivery of research outputs.

In Central Africa, IITA will 
work with national agricultural 
research systems such as the 
Institut National pour l’Etude 
et la Recherche Agronomique, 

universities, non-governmental 
organizations, farmers and the 
private sector. Sanginga said 
that the establishment of the 
hub would also consolidate 
the long-time collaboration 
between IITA and partners in 
that region.

The Central African hub is 
the fourth established by the 
institute. The East African hub 
has its operations in Tanzania, 
the Southern African hub 
in Lusaka, Zambia, and the 
West African hub is based in 
Nigeria. 

STATUS
PARAGUAY
FOLLOWING 
ARGENTINA’S 
announcement that Roundup 
Ready 2 approvals are 
forthcoming, Paraguay has 
announced that it plans to 
approve Monsanto’s Roundup 
Ready 2 soybean technology, 
along with new corn 
technology, before the end of 
the year. 

“With this step we will 
improve the technology 
balance between ourselves 
and other countries, improving 
our ability to compete,” the 
head of trade for Paraguay’s 
Agriculture Ministry, Santiago 
Bertoni, told Reuters, adding 
that approvals should come in 
time for planting in October. 

“The 2013 harvest will include 
fi elds planted with these 
seeds.”

Bertoni said that Paraguay 
also aims to approve corn 
technology from Monsanto 
and Dow AgroSciences in the 
near future.

Due to drought during the 
2011/12 season, soybean 
yields in Paraguay were 
reduced to 4.3 million metric 
tonnes. But the country 
expects to increase its soy 
output in 2012/13 to 8 million 
metric tonnes with the use of 
the new Monsanto varieties.

The announcement comes 
amidst fears of genetic 
cross-contamination by some 
Paraguayan groups concerned 
about potential environmental 
and health hazards of GM 
technology. But Paraguay 
seeks to expand its soy output 
to meet increasing demand 
and position itself as a top 
grains exporter.

Currently, Paraguay comes 
fourth in global soybean 
exports, after the United 
States, Brazil and Argentina.

Brought to you by:

Connecting your combine to the marketConnecting your combine to the market

www.farm-king.com
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STATE
BIODIAGNOSTICS EARNS 
ACCREDITATION
Wisconsin-based BioDiagnostics 
Inc. has earned ISO/IEC 17025:2005 
accreditation, demonstrating technical 
competence in standard seed testing, 
trait purity, genetic purity, adventitious 
presence testing, SNP genotyping and 
analytical chemistry testing services. As 
part of this certifi cation, BDI maintains 
a rigorous profi ciency testing program 
that demonstrates the ability to produce 
accurate and precise test data in all 
of its seven seed testing labs. “This 
certifi cation is not just a label�it’s a tool in 
how we do business,” says Denise Thiede, 
vice president of BDI. Thiede explains that 
ISO/IEC 17025:2005 accreditation should 
provide BDI’s customers with even more 
confi dence in its test results because 
it ensures that all methods have been 
validated, all analysts have been well 

trained, and all instrumentation has been 
calibrated and maintained.

NATIONAL
USDA DEREGULATES GE 
SUGAR BEETS
The United States Department of 
Agriculture’s Animal and Plant Health 
Inspection Service has announced its 
determination of non-regulated status 
for a variety of sugar beet genetically 
engineered to be resistant to the 
herbicide glyphosate. This variety is 
commonly referred to as Roundup 
Ready sugar beets. After completing 
both a thorough environmental 
impact statement and plant pest risk 
assessment, holding three public 
meetings and considering and analyzing 
thousands of comments regarding its 
analyses, APHIS has determined that, 
from the standpoint of plant pest risk, RR 

sugar beets are as safe as traditionally-
bred sugar beets. This is APHIS’ fi nal 
regulatory determination in this matter.

VALENT TO OFFER NEW SEED 
PROTECTANT IN 2013
Valent U.S.A. Corporation has announced 
that growers, seed conditioners and 
seed companies across a number of 
crops should soon have access to a new 
seed protection product. Registration 
by the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency is anticipated in 2013 
for ethaboxam, the key active ingredient 
in AP3 Fungicide System. The new seed 
protectant brings together multiple 
modes of action, including ethaboxam, 
representing a new novel class of 
chemistry, to be used in combination with 
metalaxyl. Studies are showing AP3 is 
providing systemic and contact protection 
against oomycete pathogens such as 
Pythium, Phytophthora, downy mildew 
and aphanomyces spp., including resistant 
and uncontrolled types.

INTERNATIONAL
WSDA SEED ADDS CANADIAN 
GRADING SERVICES
The Washington State Department of 
Agriculture’s WSDA Seed Laboratory 
is now recognized by the Canadian 
government as a foreign seed testing 
laboratory for use of Canadian methods 
and procedures for testing seed. This 
recognition, along with accreditation 
from the United States Department 
of Agriculture as a processed verifi ed 
accredited seed laboratory and USDA 
grader accreditation, will allow WSDA 
Seed Program customers to ship seed 
directly to Canada with a grading report. 
Accreditation includes all six crop groups 
encompassing cereals and other crops, 
including grasses, legumes, vegetables, 
fl owers and herbs, and trees and shrubs.

EU COURT CONFIRMS 
VALIDITY OF SEED 
LEGISLATION
In a recent ruling, the Court of Justice 
of the European Union confi rmed the 

REGULATORY ROUNDUP Keeping you informed of legislative and regulatory changes at 
the state, national and international levels—from lawsuits to 
approvals to other regulatory issues affecting your business.
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validity of the current EU seed marketing 
legislation. The court supported 
arguments put forward by the EU 
commission, council and some member 
states and generally did not follow the 
line of argumentation of the advocate 
general, who had considered parts of 
the existing seed marketing legislation 
to be invalid. “The ruling comes at an 
important time,” says Garlich von Essen, 
secretary general of the European Seed 
Association. “The commission needed 
this legal confi rmation as it is currently 
fi nalizing its legislative proposal for a 
revision of the European seed marketing 
legislation.” This revision process started 
in 2008 with an evaluation of the strengths 
and weaknesses of the existing marketing 
legislation. Following the evaluation, 
the commission will submit a legislative 
proposal to member states by the end of 
the year.

ORIGIN AGRITECH UPDATES 
GM CORN SEED PROGRAMS
China-based Origin Agritech Limited has 
provided an update on its GM corn seed 
pipeline. GM seed products in China 
must undergo a fi ve-stage approval 
process, and Origin’s GM phytase corn 
is the fi rst to pass all fi ve phases of 
the GM approval process. Origin has 
incorporated phytase traits into two of 
its best-selling commercial corn hybrids. 
Commercialization of these two corn 
hybrids is pending approval from the 
Chinese government. Two additional 
corn hybrids with GM phytase traits 
are undergoing variety tests. The GM 
phytase corn is expected to reduce 
the need for inorganic phosphate 
supplements, as animals will directly 
absorb more phosphate from their feed. 
Origin is researching other GM traits, 
including herbicide tolerance, insect 
resistance, nitrogen effi ciency and 
drought stress tolerance.

PLANT GENOMICS YIELD 
TECHNOLOGY PROGRESSES
Mendel has announced that its fl agship 
yield technology has taken another 
important step towards the market. 
This technology will be employed by 
Monsanto in its new soybean yield trait. 
Recently, as part of its assessment 
process, the United States Department 
of Agriculture’s Animal and Plant Health 
Inspection Service made available for 
public comment a petition requesting 
deregulation of the high-yield soybean 
trait. In addition to developing the 
underlying technology for the yield 
trait, Mendel has done critical research 
to determine the molecular basis for 
the yield improvement and to support 
the regulatory approval process. The 
technology is currently in phase three of 
Monsanto’s product pipeline.
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PEOPLE NEWS
Monsanto Company has announced 
that Brett Begemann has been named 
the company’s president and chief 
commercial offi cer. In his expanded 
role as president, Begemann will lead 
the oversight and operational execution 
of the company’s near-term expansion 
and growth in key international markets. 
Hugh Grant will continue to serve as the 
chairman and chief executive offi cer for 
Monsanto, where he maintains ongoing 
responsibility for leading the company’s 
long-term corporate strategy, as well 
as setting direction and maintaining 
oversight of its operations. Begemann 
formerly served as Monsanto’s executive 
vice president and chief commercial 
offi cer for global business operations.

Roeland Kapsenberg has joined DLF 
International Seeds in Oregon as vice 

INDUSTRY NEWS Industry News is geared to seed professionals and delivers the 
people, industry, business and product news you need to know. 
Submissions are welcome. Email us at news@issuesink.com.

president of forages. Kapsenberg brings 
more than 30 years of experience in 
the forage market, with expertise in the 
alfalfa area, to the position. He will be 
working to develop and strengthen DLF’s 
forage sales and marketing position in 
domestic and international markets. 
During the past seven years, Kapsenberg 
has worked with sales and marketing in 
the forage company Cal/West Seeds as 
international marketing manager and 
business developer.

Legacy Seeds has announced that Jim 
Wold has accepted the role of sales 
manager for the Legacy Seeds Dealer 
business, and will continue to serve as the 
company’s corn product manager. Loren 
Jesch will assume Wold’s district sales 
responsibilities as district sales manager 
for Northwest Wisconsin. Prior to joining 
Legacy, Jesch was a sales manager for a 

forage/cover crop 
fi rm. Nina Holte
has accepted 
the position as 
agronomy services 
manager. Holte 
will help Legacy 
Seed dealers and 
customers manage 
the company’s 
seed products 
better through 
education and 
communication. 
Dave Robison has 
joined Legacy as 
forage manager. He 
will be focused on 
growing Legacy’s 
alfalfa and forage 
business with 
Legacy dealers and 
private label alfalfa 
customers.

The International 
Seed Federation
has announced that 
Tim Johnson of 

Illinois Foundation Seeds Inc. has been 
elected president of ISF. “It’s an honor 
and opportunity to have a representative 
from the U.S. seed industry taking such 
an important leadership role to work on 
behalf of the global seed industry,” said 
Andy LaVigne, American Seed Trade 
Association president and chief executive 
offi cer. “Tim does outstanding work and 
I’m confi dent that he’ll move the global 
seed industry forward, while keeping all 
interests in mind.”

Seed product business professional and 
agronomist Louis Sutton has joined 
AgVenture Inc. of Kentland, Ind. Sutton 
will serve the nationwide network of 
independently owned and operated 
regional seed companies as product and 
technology manager. He will provide 
leadership and support to regional 
seed companies across the Plains and 
western Corn Belt. During his career, 
spanning more than 25 years, Sutton 
has guided and directed seed sales and 
agronomy programs for several leading 
seed companies.

Stoller Enterprises has added Marcus 
Jones to the research and development 
team. Jones’ role will be to implement and 
manage fi eld research to support sales 
and retail operations in the U.S. Corn Belt. 
Jones will primarily be responsible for 
setting up protocols, observing research 
plots during the season, and managing 
Stoller research conducted by and at 
universities located in the western and 
central corn and soybean belt.

PRODUCT NEWS
Germains Seed Technology and 
Chemtura AgroSolutions, a division 
of Chemtura Corporation, have reached 
a successful collaboration agreement. 
Germains can now offer an exciting 
development in plant health for the seed 
industry in the form of gopure, powered 
by Rancona technology. Both parties 
have signed an exclusive agreement that 
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will see Germains become the sole supplier of this powerful and 
unique technology for spinach seed applications in the United 
States. 

Advanced Biological Marketing has added a new biological 
seed enhancement for increasing yields in alfalfa and clover. 
Graph-Ex SA for alfalfa and clover will feature crop-specifi c 
blends of the same benefi cial strains of Trichoderma microbials 
and encapsulated rhizobia that have proven successful both in 
fi eld trials and on the farm for corn, soybeans and other crops. 
Graph-Ex SA for alfalfa and clover will be available this fall.

Effective immediately, Syngenta has begun enhancing its 
cucurbit seed offerings with a standard on-seed application of
FarMore Technology. All Syngenta squash, melon and open 
fi eld cucumber seed sold in North America is being treated 
with FarMore Technology, the fi rst comprehensive combination 
of separately-registered seed protection products, proprietary 
application technologies and dedicated seed treatment services 
that maximize vegetable production value by enhancing 
performance and quality.

BUSINESS NEWS
Bayer CropScience has completed its purchase of AgraQuest 
Inc., a global supplier of innovative biological pest management 
solutions. The acquisition of AgraQuest signifi cantly boosts 
Bayer’s ability to make available to customers worldwide a 
comprehensive range of integrated and sustainable crop 
solutions based on seed, traits and combined chemical and 
biological crop protection, including seed treatment. Bayer 
plans to achieve €3 billion in its fruits and vegetables business 
by 2020—and AgraQuest will help add to this goal.

Canterra Seeds Ltd. of Canada and the French-based Group 
Limagrain have announced an exclusive licensing agreement 
for the commercialization of advanced wheat seed varieties 
for the cereal grain growers of Western Canada. The new 
strategic alliance will leverage the joint strengths of the two 
companies by helping them develop and test new and advanced 
wheat genetics, as well as producing and commercializing 
seed of those products across the Canadian provinces of 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia. 
Field performance testing, selection and development of new 
products will begin with the 2012 crop, followed by commercial 
production and sales introductions after performance 
verifi cation and registration.

Dow AgroSciences LLC has opened its new research and 
development facility in Olivia, Minn. The new site features several 
increased capabilities, including accommodations for soybean 
breeding and an expansion dedicated to corn research. A 
number of new positions have been added this year with plans 
to continue to increase employment over the next fi ve years. The 
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investment was a necessity to support 
the growth objectives of DAS’ seed and 
traits business, such as SmartStax and 
herbicide tolerance traits.

Bayer CropScience, the 
Commonwealth Scientifi c and 
Industrial Research Organization and 
the Australian Grains Research and 
Development Corporation have formed 

a partnership 
to increase 
yield in wheat. 
Through genetic 
modifi cation, 
CSIRO has 
developed wheat 
that produces 
signifi cantly 
more grain. Bayer 
CropScience and 
CSIRO aim to 
further develop this 
technology in order 
to bring about 
new solutions to 
farmers’ needs. 
The partnership 
builds on the 
discovery by 
CSIRO of a gene 
technology that 
enables up to a 30 
percent increase 
of wheat yield in 
glasshouse trials. 
The GRDC and 
CSIRO provided 
initial research 

funding, and Bayer will now join them to 
support the next stage of development.

Beck’s Hybrids has announced the 
purchase of a 150-acre site in Henderson, 
Ky. Plans for the new property include 
building a distribution center, conducting 
practical farm research studies, operating 
the southern choice trials program, and 
providing farmers with educational and 
agronomic support. “We are excited 
to offi cially extend our heritage into 
Kentucky to better serve farmers in our 
southern marketing area,” says Sonny 
Beck, president of Beck’s Hybrids. 
“This long-term investment will allow 
us to better deliver the best performing 
seed products to farmers in Kentucky, 
southern Indiana and southern Illinois.”

S&W Seed Company, a leader in the 
development of non-dormant alfalfa seed 
varieties, has closed on the previously 
announced purchase agreement to 
acquire 640 acres of high-quality farmland 
in Calipatria, Calif. The company also 
fi nalized a lease agreement to farm on 
an adjacent 1,240 acres of farmland. 
The total of 1,880 acres of land will be 
primarily utilized for the production of 
the company’s proprietary alfalfa seed 
varieties. The initial lease term will be 
fi ve years, with 920 acres available for 
production in year one, and 1,240 total 
acres available in years two through fi ve.

AgReliant Genetics is expanding its 
production capacity by adding a complete 
seed corn production facility in Iowa 
which will include receiving, husking, 
sorting, drying, shelling, bulk storage, 
conditioning and warehousing. When 
completed, the facility is expected to add 
25 full-time jobs as well as a large number 
of seasonal part-time jobs. Completion of 
the facility is anticipated in the summer 
of 2015.

Syngenta and Agrinos have expanded 
their existing commercial cooperation. 
In April this year, Agrinos entered into 
an initial pre-commercial test phase 
with Syngenta to explore the viability 
of different product combinations to be 
marketed as new offerings by Syngenta. 
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The trial results to date have supported 
a decision to expand the cooperation 
and initiate commercial discussions. 
The agreement will enable Syngenta to 
bring Agrinos products to market either 
in combination with existing Syngenta 
technologies or on a stand-alone basis 
from the fi rst quarter of 2013. Trials will 
continue within Europe, the Middle East 
and Africa on other crops, and plans 
for new trials in the Asia-Pacifi c and 
Americas regions will be developed. The 
results from these further trials will form 
the basis for commercial expansions 
within the cooperation.

INDUSTRY NEWS
As the fastest-growing segment of the 
agricultural input industry, the $2.6 
billion global seed treatment market 
continues to be recognized as a cost-
effective and environmentally favorable 
means of increasing crop productivity, 
according to Kline & Company’s latest 

published report, Seed Treatment Global 
Series: Market Analysis and Opportunities. 
The United States remains the leading 
seed treatment market, claiming over 38 
percent of global market share; however, 
China and Brazil in particular have eroded 
this lead over the last fi ve years. Brazil 
now accounts for nearly 21 percent of 
global market share. Of the 10 leading 
crops encompassed by the report, corn 
accounts for over one-third of 2011 seed 
treatment sales, followed by wheat at just 
under one-fourth.

Steve Moose, an associate professor 
of corn functional genomics at the 
University of Illinois, and graduate 
student Wes Barber may have discovered 
a new source of heterosis, or hybrid 
vigor, in corn. Hybrid vigor refers to 
the increased vigor or general health, 
resistance to disease and other superior 
qualities arising from the crossbreeding of 
genetically different plants. They found 
that differences are due mainly to hybrids 

inheriting distinct small interfering 
RNAs, a subset of sRNAs, from each 
parent. The siRNAs interfere with gene 
expression. Moose and Barber also 
found that hybridization does not create 
new siRNAs, but hybrids have a more 
complex siRNA population than their 
parents because they inherit distinct 
siRNAs from both parents. Moose and 
Barber hope their work might provide 
more insight into the decision of which 
inbred corn lines to cross.

A new technique will allow plant 
breeders to introduce valuable crop 
traits even without access to the full 
genome sequence of that crop. The 
technique, published in the journal Nature 
Biotechnology, links important agronomic 
traits in crop plants with active regions 
of the genome. Instead of requiring 
knowledge of the crop’s complete 
genome, it identifi es only expressed 
genes. “For many crop plants, markers are 
still lacking because of the complexity of 
some plants’ genomes and the high costs 
involved,” said Ian Bancroft, who led the 
study at the John Innes Centre. “We 
have succeeded in developing markers 
based on the sequences of expressed 
genes, widening the possibilities for 
accelerated breeding through marker-
assisted selection.” The researchers are 
now working with Limagrain to produce 
reliable markers for hybrid performance in 
oilseed rape.
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Open any newspaper 
o v e r  t h e  p a s t 
few months  and 

you will have read about 
the disastrous heat and 
drought that has stricken 
most of the country and 
their effects on agriculture. 
Most of the reporting has 
been, and rightfully so, on 
commodities such as corn, 
wheat and beans—items that 
immediately affect the world 
community.

But let’s take a quick look at how this weather is affecting 
turf grasses and forages currently, and in the upcoming year.

Turf Grasses
While the drought took its toll in the midsection of the country, 
the exact opposite happened in the Pacific Northwest. June was 
actually the second wettest month on record, reducing some 
yields by 10 percent. While the carryover on many seeds was 
low, the overall production was adequate. However, with the 
destroyed turf areas in the rest of the country, the demand 
this fall and spring should be outstanding if Mother Nature 
cooperates. Certain varieties will no doubt sell out.

Competition for planting acres will be even more intense 
this coming year. With commodity pricing being what it is 
(think wheat), it will be much more difficult to place acres than 
it has been in the past.

Also, for the most part, farmers are in good shape right now 
and can hold out for higher prices.

Everything is set up (high demand, minimal supply and 
strong competition for planting acres) for turf grass markets 
to continue to firm up for the rest of 2012 and well into 2013.

Forages
Again, with the exception of some of the forage grasses grown 
in the Northwest, the rest of the forage production areas were 
hit hard. With pastures being the worst they have ever been, 
hay in extremely short supply and the price of corn, many cattle 
producers have been forced to sell off a significant amount of 
their herds.

Forage markets are the strongest they have been in years, 
with big demand coming from the European Union and China. 

Expect Bullish Turf and Forage Markets

Alfalfa and Bermudagrass are at near-record levels as the 
reduction of acres over the past several years has reduced supplies.

There are severe shortages in sorghums. There are adequate 
acres as of early August but they need rain. Even if it rains by 
mid-month, there will still be somewhat lower yields. If no rain, 
we could be in for a very short supply. We could see imports 
from other origins, such as South America and South Africa, 
like last winter.

Canadian forages will be short and, in some cases, may 
not be enough to meet demand. And, again, there will be 
tremendous pressure to compete with commodities for acres.

It also all adds up. High demand, low supply and high 
competition for acres will make for a very bullish forage market 
well into 2013.

As president of the Western Seed Association, I would like 
to invite one and all to attend the 113th Annual Meeting to be 
held in Kansas City, Mo., November 3 to 6. With the situation 
the way it is, look forward to a busy and well-attended conference.

Kurt R. Austermann, vice president of seed, Siemer 
Enterprises/Mangelsdorf Seed and president of the Western 
Seed Association

With the destroyed turf areas in the 
rest of the country, the demand this 

fall and spring should be outstanding 
if Mother Nature cooperates. Certain 

varieties will no doubt sell out.
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